PAUL GEWIRTZ

PRIVACY AND SPEECH

We often disclose ourselves to the world at large, or at least we
act as if indifferent to the world's eyes, But at other times, most of
us try to conuol the disclosu¡e of certain matters ¡bout ourselves.
Sometimes we share thoughts, feelings, information, personality,
or bodily appearance with no one at all. More commonly, we share
these things with a limited number of other people. Privacy in this
sense-the ability to cont¡ol and to avoid the disclosure of certain
matters about oneself-is a widely recognized value, an important
precondition for human flourishing.
Freedom of speech and freedom of the press are also deeply
cherished values. The right to generally say and publish rvhat one
wants is a bedrock element of human freedom and democratic selfgovemance, and this encompasses saying and publishing things
about other people, including things they would prefer not be said
or published about them. The tension between free speech and
privacy is not so much a conflict among cemps of adherents as it
is a tension within ourselves. Both privacy and speech are values
of great importance, and people typically embr¿ce both of them'
Louis Brandeis, the co-author of the most famous article on privacy ever written,l was also the author of some of the greatest
prose ever written about free speech.2
Although the tension between speech and privacy is hardly a
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has expanding significance. New technologies have

opened up wonderful new possibilities for communication and expression, but also have created ominous new possibilities for diminution of privary. Any breach in privary, of course, can be gready

magnified if the media discloses it to the public-and the public's
appetite for information about other people's private matters, and
the media's willingness to satisfr tl-rat appetite, have never been
greater, These and other developments have underscored the vulnerability of privacy and have created new concerns about the balance between Êee speech and privacy.
The Supreme Court has considered this tension in a number of
ceses over the past decades, and there is a clear pattern. Speech
almost always wins. In rejecting privacy claims, the Court's broadly
stated First Amendment rationales leave litde room for privary
protection in cases of a speech-privacy conflict. ln this article, I
argue that the Supreme Court should give more weight to privary
protection tfian it has. My goal is to defi¡e a constitutional position
that gives strong weight to speech, recognizing its cent¡al and indispensable role, but thet also gives sufEcient weight to privary,
recognizing its cruciel role æ well.
My starting point is last term's decision in Børtticþi a Vopper.t
Børnicþi continues the Court's basic pattern of ruling for the media in cases of speech-privacy conflict.ln Børtwrå1, the Court held,
by a vote of ó-3, that the media has a First Amendment right to
broadcast certain information that had been illegally intercepted
from a cell phone conversation. The "opinion of the Court" written by Justice Stevens makes some bows in the direction of protecting privacy, but ends up giving privacy litde weight.
But the case may well represent a tum on the Coun toward
greater protecdon of privacy and greater restrictions on the media
and speech. It is misleading to think of Justice Stevens's opinion
as â true "opinion of the Court." Justice Breyer, joined by Justice
O'Connor, \ rote an important and unusually interesting concurring opinion anaþing the speech-privary conflict in a way far
more protective of privacy than Jusdce Stevens's opinion. Although Justices Breyer and O'Connor joined the Stwens opinion,
their votes were needed to make up the six-member majority.
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When read alongside the opinion of the th¡ee dissenters, who
thought the media should lose this case, the Breyer opinion makes
clear that a maiority of the Court is prepared to uphold significant
restrictions on the media in order to protect privacy.
The time is now ripe to establish a new framework for considering speech-privacy cases that gives enhanced protection to privacy'
Justice Breyer's opinion is a start in that direction, as well as a
signiûcant insalhnent in his litde observed but important ongoing
effort to develop a new approach to the First Amendment generally. As Justice Breyer's opinion suggests, it will be difñcult to enhance privacy protection without, to some extent' modifring First
Amendment doctrine as it currendy exists. The challenge is to find
gre¡¡ter room for protecting privacy within our constitutional law
without undermining the media's freedom to perform its crucial
roles. In this article, I seek to advance that effort.

I
At issue in Børrnicki was the constitutionelity ofa provision
in Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
that sought to prevent invasions of privacy that occur tfuough the
interception and disclosure of v¡ire, oral, or electronic communications. The statute provides sanctions against "any person who . . '
intentionally discloses, or endeavors to disclose, to any other person the contents of any wire, oral, or electronic communication,
lnowing or having reason to know that the information was obtained through the interception of" such a communication'a
The c¿se involved the unlawfr¡l interception of a cell phone conversation between two union officials during a period of collective
bargaining negotiations involving the teachers'union and a local
Pennsylvania school board. The conversation concerned various
matters related to the st¿tus and handling of the negotiations and
a possible strike. Àt one point, one union of6cial said to the other,
"If they're not gonnâ move for tlree percent, we're gonna have
to go to their, their homes . , . To blow off their front porches,
we'll have to do some work on some of those guys."' The telephone call was coverdy and unlawfirlly intercepted and taped by
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an unidentified person who gave the tape to a prominent union
opponent, who tlten gave it to a radio station broadcaster, The
broadcaster played the tape on his talk show. The union officials
whose conversation had been intercepted frled suit for damages
under Tide Itr. The case reached the Supreme Court after a divided U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit ordered entry
of summary iudgment for the broadcaster.ó
Justice Stevens's opinion for the Coun affirmed, declaring the
Act unconstitutional as applied because it restricted media freedom
to publish the illegally intercepted material. Two factors were critical for Justice Stevens. First, the media was not itself involved in
the illegal interception of the conversation, Second, the information disclosed involved a matter of "public concern"¡ the intercepted conversation was between two union officials discussing negodations over the proper level of compensation for teachers in
the union.
Justice Stevens sarts his opinion by stâting tÏât "these cases
present a conflict between interests of the highest order-on the
one hand, the interest in the full and free dissemination of information concerning public issues, and, on the other hand, the interest in individual privacy and, more specifically, in fostering private
speech,"7 But there is very little in what follows that t¡eats these
interests as if they were of equivalent importance and both of the
"highest order."
Justice Stevens's legal analysis begins with notable elusiveness
in discussing the governing legal standard. Both the majority and
dissent in the Court ofAppeals had concluded that an "intermediate scrutiny" test should be used, not "strict scrutin¡" because
Tide III is a "content neut¡al" l¿w8 The Solicitor General, urging
reversal, agreed that "intermediate scrutiny'' was appropriate'e
These conclusions were not surprising in light of prevailing First-
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200 F3d 109, 121, t 3l (3d Cir 1999), 'lfhe othe¡ two Cou.rts ofAppeals that had considered the issue before the case came to thc Supremc Court also applied interurediate scnrtiny.
Êoebner r McDenwq l9l nd qA, +e7 (DC Cir 1999), vscâted ánd remended, l2l S Ct
2l9o (2001); Pcøt4 u WFAA-W,221 Fld 158 (5th Ci¡ 2000), cen denied, l2l S Ct 2l9l
(2001). Both couns fou.nd Tide III constitutional as applied to the fâcts of those cases.
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Reply Brief for the United Stâtë at ll-13, 16-33, B.rrûhL¡
(2001) (Nos 99-1687, 99-1728\ (gvail¡ble a¡ lÐ9 US LEXIS Brieß tó87)'
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Amendment doctrine, "strict scrutiny," the Supreme Coun has
said, is applied "to regulations that suppress, disadvantage, or impose diffèiential burdèns upon speech because of its content," but
content-neutral laws of general applicability are subject to "an intermediate level of scrutiny" because they "pose a less substantial
risk of excising certâin ideas or viewpoints from the public
dialogu.e. "lo

Tide III is a content-neutral law of general applicability. It protects all private communications from unlawñ¡l intrusions and prohibits the use and disclosure ofall illegally intercepted communications, without regard to the content of what is intercepted. The
prohibition on disclosure is triggered by the source of the communication-an illegal interception-not the substance of an i¡terception. Indeed, exacdy the same content can be published if is
source is not an unlawful intercepdon.rr Moreover, Title Itr applies generally to all "uses" of the unlawfirlly intercepted communication-speech uses and non-speech uses (sa¡ using the information in buying securities or developing a product), and
expressive uses by all media, Tide III's purpose is not to supPress
disfavo¡ed ideas, but to protect the privacy of communications,
without regard to the content of what is privately communicated.
In doing so, Tide III not only protects privacy but also promotes
free speech itself by encouraging uninhibited expression and reducing the fear that uninhibited discussions might be intercepted,
used, and disseminated. fu such, Tide Itr's use and disclosure restrictions meet all the criteria for "intermediate scrutiny."
But Justice Stevens does not apply intermediate scrutiny-indeed he does not mention it, except in his summary of the Cou¡t
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Ststcm o Faþul Cormtníøio¡r¡ Co¿mtisio¡, 512 Us 622, 641-43,
ci u Cøtht Mdia Co', 501 US óó3, 6ó9 (199t) i Sat Flúøtro Ans &

Atþht¡ct, ia.. tJnitut Sttut Olynpi¿ Cot lt L,48t US 522, 5r6-t7 (1987). A content-neuEel
law of general applicability wiil bi sustained under "intemredrate scrutiny," the Court hes
sãid, "if it fufthèÀ á¡ imiortant or substantial governrnental interesti if the go-vernment¿l
interest is ur¡€leted to thi suppresion of ftee èxpression; and if tIe incidentãl testriction
on alleced Fi¡st Amendme¡t hiedoms is no greaier than is essential to the ñ¡rther¿nce of
drat iníerest." Trrncr Bmo&øning Slnar o FAbrdt Corn ttlllì t¡ont Cornn¡niott, 512 US
^t
662 (quoting lhtìt¿d Staus o O'Ùìc,t,391US 3ó7, 377 (1968).

tt CÎ, S¿ønh Tìma Co. t¡ R]t¡tubart, 4{7 US 20,34 (1984) (media defendant may be placed
r¡nder orotective order not to disclosc information th¿t had come Fom the dcfendant in
the discovery process, although it could publish identical information that came from a
different source).
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of Appeals' opinion below.r2 Indeed, nowhere in the opinion does
Justice Stevens say that he is appþing either strict scrutiny or interrnediate scrutiny, The closest he comes to articulating a goveming legal standard is to say that the resricdon here must be justified by "a need . . . of the highest order" (quoting Smith tt Døily
Møil Pablishing Co). 13 The dissent calls this "suict scrutin¡"ra and
perhaps it is-althoughJustice Breyer, who joins tÏe Stevens opinion, says in his concurrence that "strict scrutiny" is "out of place"
in this kind of case.rt
Justice Stevens takes this "need . , . of the highest order" standard from a se¡ies of fou¡ cases that do not seem apphcable: Floridø
Sur u B.J.F.,t6 Smith a Døiþ Møil Patlishing Co.,t? Lønlmørk Conmmicøtiøns, Inc. a Virginìø,t8 and Cor Bmødtøsting Corp, a Cohn,te
r2

Justice Stevens begins his legal

anaþs of the

that "we agree with peitioners" that Tide

III

case

@an V of the opinion) by saþg

is "a con¡en¡-neut¡sl law of general applicr-

bility," and explaining why:
fl]he basic puçose of the statute at issue is to "p¡oteclt] the priacy of wire[,

èlectronicl, rird öral commu¡ic¡tions. . . ." The statute does not disirnguish based
on the content of the intercepted conversations, nor is it justified by reference to
the content of those conversations. Rather, the commu¡ic¿tio¡s at ìssue ¿re sin_
gled out by virtue of the f¿ct ¡h¡t they were illegally intercepted-by virtue of
tIe source, rather than the subject matter.

12l S Ct at l7ó0. Chãracterizing Tide IlI as a "content-neutral lâ\v ofgenenl applicability"
was e:octly wh¡t led the Couñ of,{pperls below and the Solicitor General befo¡e the
Supreme Coun to argue that the inærmedrate scrutiny test was appropriate here. Yet in_
stead of tabng the séemingly next step of saþg that drerefo¡e this csse is governed by
inte¡mediate scmtin¡ Justiè Stevens simply moves on. "[O]n the other hand," he sa¡rs,
"úre n¿ted prohibition against disclosures is fairly characterized as a regulation of pure

speech,,..notaregulatiìnofconduct....[Â]ssuch,itisthekindof'speech'thatúe

First Amendment prõtects." Id ât 1761. Leâving to one side the revealing characterization
of the regulation here as a "naked" prohibition (of "pure" speech no less), this "on the
other hand" drscussion seems beside the point, It is true dret intetmediate scrutiny, in
addition to being used fo¡ "content-¡eut¡al l¿ws of genera.l applicabitity," is sometimes also
used for laws that regulate "conduct" snd have only an incidental effect on "speech."Justice
Stevens sansibly appeers to be rcj€cting this áltemeíve bâsis for using intermediåte scruChy
But rejecting a' se-cond possible ground for using intermediate scruirny is not an "on the
other hand'tcounterargument to the frrst ground, Having made this "on the other hand"
point, though, Justice Stevens simply moves on, drrwing no conclusion here at all about
ihe appropriate legel sønderd to be used. All of Pan V of the opinion reads lile a false
staft,
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In all of these cases, the Court sided with the media in concluding
that the First Amendment prohibited the government from punishing the publication of information claimed to invade people's
privacy. Although superficially simibr to Børnicki, these cases were
very different in fundament¡l respects relerant to both the choice
of legal standard and the outcomes.
Most significandy, these cases all involved the publication of information that was "lawfully obtained." This was the explicit and
crucial predicate for the legal standard used. As the Court in F/¿rùh Sør srmmøLt'rzed the rule governing these cases (referred to
commonly as "the Daill Møil principle"), when "a newspaper lawñrlly obtains truthñ¡I information about â mâtter of public signiûcance then state officials may not constitutionally punish publication of the information, absent a need to further a state interest
of the highest order."2o In each of these cases, the inform¿tion
published by the media wes not unlewÂ¡lly obtained by the media
or by anyone else. In Cor Broaùøsting a television station broadcast a repe victim's name that had been in "official court records
open to public inspection."2l ln Løndrnørþ Cønrnanicøtions, a newspaper printed information about proceedings pending before a judicial inquiry commission, information that the Supreme Court
emphasized had not been "secure[d] . . . by illegal means."22 In
Døiþ Mail, a newspaper published the name and photograph of a
fouræen-year-old boy arrested for murder after getting the information by "routine newspâper reporting techniques."23 ln FlÃridt
Slør, a newspaper published the name of a victim of a sexual assault
after learning the name from a police repon placed in the police
departrnent's pressroom,24 Some of these câses are critiqued below
for giving insuf6cient weight to privacy interests, but at least the
published information in these cases wâs not illegâlly secured, as
it was in Børmicki,
The fact that published information has been lawfrrlly obtained
properþ structr¡res First Amendment analysis. More direcdy relevant here, the fact that information is mhwfulþ obtzrned properly
¡0491 US ¿t 533 (qtoti,ng Saitb o Ðøiþ Møìl Ptúlhhlng Co)
n 420

us

¡¡

Us ât 837.

435

4ó9, 495 (1975).

'! 443 US ât 103.
t'491 US at 527.
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su.rrctures First Amendment anaþis, and justiûes a very different
legal standard. This is because, where information has been obtained unlawfull¡ very different values are predictably involved-

most obviously, there are likely to be distinctively strong privacy
(or conûdentiality) interests as well as an understandable desire to
arrange incentives (including the incentives of t}te media) to reduce
the iricidence of u¡lawfr¡lneis.2s It1 Flirida Star, the Court not only
repeated the formulation oî rhe Døi\ Møìl standard that is ümited
to "lawfully obtained" information, but speciûcally stated that ¿
case would fall "outside the Døiþ Mail prnciple" if the information were in private hands and obt¿ined "nonconsensualfly]."26
Because thè information broadcast n Børnhki was unlawfirlly
inærcepted,2? the csse involves ¿ range of concerns outside the
Døily Møil principle. Justice Stevens m¿kes much of the fact that
the lnitial unlavfül obtaining of the information was done by a
third party rather than the broadcaster. But it is hard to see wþ
this sñould make any difference. Tide Itr limits the media only
where it knows or has reason to know that tlle information comes
from an illegal interception.2s Surely the knowing exploitation of
an illegality is not an innocent state of mind. More fundamentally,
the illãgal interception is what m¿kes the broadcast a distinctive
invasion of privacy, which properþ prompts a constinrtional anaþ
sis different from that n rhe Døiþ Møil lne of cases.
The particular laws challenged in úre Daiþ Møil ltne of cases
and the circumstances of their application involved other features
that further dem onsvaæ why Børtw'cåi should have triggered a different anallæis under current First Amendment doctrine. First, in
all four caies, the challenged law was content-specific-and, as

lõlã""1

,,.1""
¡¡le¡ of tJrumb that ake ¡ccoùnt of the predictably comPeting v.lues
legal provisions in panicllar types of circumstances. It would defeat
at state in åpplying"."
rtte puço.e Ïf'doðttiti'"I i¡les not to uie differeni ìests when predictably very different
v¡lues are involved,
¡ó
491 US ct 534. Àt enother point in the F/oni& .Søl opinion, the Court adds th¡t "the
Døih Møit o¡inciole does not seitle the issue whether, in cares where information has been
utilawfrrlty by a newspaper or by e sortce, goverment mây ever punish not only
"cq,íÌ.d
but thé ensuin! publicsdoñ as well." 491 US ât 535 n 8.
thi
unl¡*ú¡l
"cqoi'"itiôn,
¡?
ln addition, the informâtion cs¡¡e to the radio sotion tlrough a series of"drsclosures"

that were themselves illegal.
S

?t
The ste¡¡te elso lìñits liâbilitv to those disclosures thet ¡re "intention¡1." l8 USC
251(lxc). Negligent disclosure'of the contents of en illegâlly intercepted conversction

is not sânctioned.
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noted above, content-specifc laws generally trigger strict scrutiny.
ln Cox Broøltøoing Florida Stør, and Døily Mail, ¡Jrre chall-enged
statutes prohibited disclosures of certain specitc types- of information in c-riminal cases (the names of rape victims in the ûrst two,
and the names of iuvenile offenders in the laaer). In Løndnarh
Conmaniøtioru, thé statute prohibited disclosures of the content of
judicial commission proceedings only. Indeed, in at least Løndmarþ
'Comrnønications,
the state l¿w had the earmarks of the govemment
information about-government ofrÊcials
unpleasant
trying to censor
rtia fi-iti"g criticiìm of the government (allegations $at qighl
harm a "iuãge's reputadon" or public "conûdence in the judicial
wstem"). In B¿røicÉr, by conaait, the law is content-neutrâl and
h.. non" of the earmarts of government censorship of panicular
information or ideas.
Second, in all of the cîses elÅcept Lund?nørk Cnnmanhøtiow, the
challenged law applied only to disclosures by the media or by some
media. thus, theie were àrguably not laws of general applicabiliw.2e The limited scope of the laws in these cases raised questions
nót only about evenhandedness but also about whether the state
was effectively furthering its claimed intercsts.In Børtnicþi by contrast, Title ú is a law óf general applicability, prohibiting all use
and disclosure of illegally intercepted communications'
Third, in all four cãsei, the government itself was the source of
the information. As the Court noted in each case' this means that
the govemment (at least in theory) could heve taken steps to con-the
information rather than creating causes of action against
trol
media entities that learn of the informatio n,10 In Børmicki' by contrast, the communication involved private parties rather th¿n the
goveriment-ând private parties who were vicdms of a deliberate
i-llegal interception, not thãir ov¡n casualness with the inform¿tion'
Ii spite ofthese differences, Justice Sævens apphes the Døily

-iî-c* a^odronioø. the staturc prohibited only tJre disclosure of rrpe victims' names
¡"
teÏeritiott. o. .eidio ¡¡edìe' IrL-Dt¡h Maì|, the statuæ prohibited only
".i"i ¡-rJ"r"t
from iubü¡hinc the nemes of iuvenile offenders. In F/otidø Sør, dre statute
"ä";"";*
ír"" *oe üctims' n¡mes otrly "in any insmment of msss communicâtion'"
"r"rtiiì[JirUitt
c*""h"à¡ìa¿¡, dre st¡tute wdnot focused on particular mediâ, but ñâde it
íÀ-i-lü*ü
u¡law6¡l to "divulge" information about the proceedinç.

¡o A¡pusblv. the eovemment should be allowed the addition¡l tool of Punishing further
íollo,riñc leal of its i¡fo¡mation úât it fÂiled to prevent' See-text rccompadisclosíte" -l2Z
" ú¡hnce of interests i¡ such a cæe is sómewhat different from the
Btialte
;;;r*"
bála¡ice in ¡ cese where info¡t¡r¿tion has been intercepted from Pri!ãte P¡rtiet'
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srandard in Børtnicþi. He concludes that Tide III does not
advance a "need of the highest order" that would iustifr resaictions on the media's disclosures, The fact thet the information
broadcast was unlawfully obt¿ined neither affects his choice of legal standard nor furnishes a iustification to satisfr the standard.
The government identified two "interests" related to protecting

Møil

privacy from illegal interceptions, but neither satistes tl-re Court.
First, the government argued that punishing disclosures helps to
"dry up the market" for illegally intercepted private conversations,
and thus reduces the incentives to intercept in the first place' It
is especially important to punish disclosures, including those by
people who lawfr:Ily obtained the illegally intercepted material, because the original act of interception is often hard to detect ând
punish,3t Justice Stevens st¿tes that "[t]he normal method of deterring unlawful conduct is to impose an appropriate punishment on
the person who engages in it."32 But in fact the law commonly
tries to deter unlawful conduct by restricting those who try to piggyback on the illegality. Most obviously, the exclusionary rule in
criminal cases rests precisely on the belief th¿t police misconduct
can be deterred by barring prosecutors and others from using the
unlawfully seized evidence.r' Moreover, the law regularly punishes
the knowing receipt and sale of stolen property ¿¡s e way of deterring thefu.ta
Justice Stevens argues that it would be "quite rem¿rkable" to
"hold that speech by a law-abiding possessor of information can
be suppressed in order to deter conduct by a non-law-abiding third
party."'r But there is nothing remarkable or novel about restricting
speech that is tlle fruit of unlawfr:l action as a means of deterring
the unlawful action. For example, the First Amendment permits a
ban on the distribution of erotic material portraþg children, even
though not legally obscene, âs a means of controlling the illegal
exploitation of children in the production of the material, As the

-ìfiTc.,,
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tt E.g., Oregø¡ o Eku4 470 US 298, 306 (1985)t Ell¿¡',,J a Uniæd Søtet, 3ó4 US 206, 217
(19ó0); IndeeA, Tide trI itself has an exclusionary rule bârring the use of illegally seized
cor¡û¡unicâtions âs evìdence, in order to deter illegal i¡terceptions. l8 USC S 2515
S Ct ât 1773-74 (Rehlquist dissenting) (citing W' R. LâFá!€ ånd A' W' Scott,
Jr,,2 S bsuñtia¿ Crìni¡al I-¿u S 8.10(â) at 422 (1986)).
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Court said in New Yorþ u Ferber, "ltihe most expeditious if not the
only practical method of l¿w enforcement may be to dry up the
market for this material by imposing severe criminal penalties on
persons selling, advertising, or otherwise promoting tÏe
product,"36

Illegal conduct that yields stolen information can be every bit
as r*tongfrrl and offensive as illegal conduct that felds stolen
goods, and there is no reason why deterrence ofthe former should
be disfevored any more t}ran deterrence of the lamer. The fact that
the fruit of an illegality is speech acts does not make it wrong to try
to discourege the iltegality, does not make distributing the fruits of
the illegality praiseworthy, and does not m¿ke it improper to try
to discourage tÏe illegality by drying up the market for the illegally
obained material. To say otherwise is inescapably to say that we
care less about deterring the illegal stealing of information then
the illegal stealing of other things, and that is unjustified' Justice
Stevens assefts that in most instances the identity of the person
illegally intercepting the communicadon will be leamed. Thus, he
argues, there are few instances where prohibiting third party disclosures will help deter unlarú¡l interceptions, and therefore no
govenÌment interest of tÏe "highest order" is involved. But Congress concluded that "[a]ll too often the invasion of privacy itself
will go unlnown. Only by striking ât all aspects of the problem
can privacy be adequately protected."rT Especially since there is
such plausibility to Congress's assumption that illegal acts \À'ill be
deterred if wrongdoers are prevented from enioying the fruits of
their wrongdoing, the Court should not have substituted its own
judgment.
t6 458 VS 747, 760 (1982). Se¿ also Osbone o Ohio, 495 US 103, 109-10 (1990) (it is
"su¡ely re¡sonabie for tJre State to conclude that it will dec¡e¡se the production of child
po¡noimphy if it penâlizêe those who posess ¿nd view the producq thereby decreesing
à"..rid"i. î" be ìure, the speech invòlved in Feú¿r a d oiåøze, althougti not legally
obscene, is widely understooi to havc very limited value. It might be argued that suporesi¡E soeech that is rel¡ted to Dublic i$rué¡ i¡t order to deter thtillegal conduct of othe¡s
is ¿ dif;erint mâtter (iust as sonie obiect to an exclusionery rule tha[ supprases va.luable
orobetive evidence as a me¡ns to detei unlewñ¡l police searche¡). There is indeed ¿ diffe¡å¡ce, which is one reason I c,ou.ld rest mote oi the govemmends second "inærest" in
timiting the medir disclosures-protecting privacy by li-i!-g the harm that the illegrl
conduã oroduces. See text åccompânvins notes 38'40' Bt¡t Fctbct and O¡bo¡ze demonst¡ete
that wheihe¡ the Êuit of ilìeg¡l a;dviþ ii property or speech, the Supreme Cou¡t hes concluded thrt dosing off oudes deters the i.llegal conduct.
No 1097, 90th Cong, 2d Se* ó9 (19ó8) (quoted in 12l s ct ât 1773 (Rehnquist,
'7 s Rep
joined by Scalia and Thomas, dissenting)).
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In any event, quite apart from deterring illegal interception,
punishing the disclosure of illegally intercepted communicetions
þromotei a second and even clearer interest: protecting privacy by
limiting the harm that the illegal conduct produces. Preventing
media disclosure is more than a means to deter someone else's
illegality (the government's first interest); it also directly protects
privacy. As the Cou¡t has recognized in other contexts, disclosing
illegally intercepted communicaÈions "compounds the statutorily
proicribed invasion of. . . privacy."rs Such disclosures also deepen
the chill on private communication, It is as much ¿n invasion of
privacy to disclose an illegally intercepted communication âs to
make the illegal interception in the first place. Indeed, the intrusion on conversational privacy from the disclosure is often the
more serious intrusion, for it allows ¿ far wider audience to "overhear" the private communication. If a legislature has a weighty
interest in protecdng privacy &om unwaffanted interceptions of
private communications, surely it has the same interest in protecting that privacy from disclosures that many times over "compoundf ] the statutorily proscribed invasion."re
Nor is it at all remarkable, as Justice Stevens suggests, to limit
publication where publication is what produces the harm. If someone breaks into my home and steals my diary or personal letters,
of course that person can be sanctioned for publishing the diary's
or letter's contents, This is usually a rule of government-created
intellectual property law, and nothing in the First Amendment
prohibits it.s Similarly, nothing in dre First Amendment should
-îã

r¿

,

unhed statet, 4oB

US

41, 52 (1972).

There appears to be an rnconsisæncy in how Jusdce Stevens characterizês the weight
of the inæreii in protecting privacy. A.t the ouuet of his opinion, Justice Stevens states ¡het
"dle inte¡€st in individual þårzcy'; is an interest "ofthe highest òrder." 12l S çtåt 1756.
But once he e¡rnounces thâi the Èoverning legsl stznðard is ùæ Daiþ Mail standárd requh'
inß tl¡e govemment to show a "need of the highest order" to justifi reguleting th. ñedie,
he-stopicharacætizing the govemment's rnterest in protecting privacy es having.ùat rark.
Insteaä, at the point lherJhe ¡ssesses the govemment's argument that punishing media
disclosures prevens eohpoùndi¡g ùe herm from the illegal interce,pcion (the government's
stron¡est ergument), Justice Stevèns st¡rts celling the ptotection of privacy of communica_
tion ãnly "rn importânt i¡rlerest," id at l7ó4, obviously something less than "en interest
. . . of the highest order." He nowhere reconciles the rnconsistency.
{ CoÞyricht law, as well as t}re common law, have long protecæd Privåte letters from
nnauthóiize-d pubtication. See Salkgr o Røndom Hote, ht.,8ll F2d 90, 94 (2d Cir f987);
B¡mtdarn a Lñite¿ St4tet,43ó F Supp 9ó7, 978-82 @DNY 1977); David Nirnmer, Nimm¿t
ott Coþrrisbt S 5.04 ât 5-57 (1999)l þ¡¡ Éom beinf baned by First Amendment principles
of fréé e-xpression, copy¡ight lew is r¡nderstood âs itself "ân engine of Êee expression."
Hør¡et &'Rou, Putliî¡r¿rt,- hu, v Nation Enterpri*s,471 US 539, 558 (1985). Moreore¡,
re
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prohibit the government from creating an analogous rule of privacy law in Tide [II.
It is significant that Tide m ümits its sanctions for disclosures
to those "knowing or having reason to know that the information
was obtained through [an illegal] interception." First Amendment
law properþ reflects a concern about "timidity and self-censorship" by the press in the performance of its valued roles.ar But
legitimate press activities will not be chilled by a rule that prohibits
disclosures of material thât reporters know was illegally obtained.
And to the extent that the press becomes "timid and self-censoring" about publishing illegally intercepted material tlat invades
people's privacy, that is a good thing.
Tide III's prohibition on disclosues by those "having reason to
tnow" that the information was illegally obtained is potentially
more troublesome. This standard might leave reporters uncertain
whether, after the fact, â trier of fact will conclude that they "had
reason to know" even though they did not in fact tnow. This could
chill the reporting of legally secured information out of fear that its
origins will be misjudged. On the other hand, a "reason to know"
standard, unlike a "should have known" standa¡d, "imposes no
duty of inquiry; it merely requires that a person draw reasonable
inferences from information already known to him'"4' Signrficandy, in his briefs in the Supreme Courq the Solicitor General
took pains to dispel any chill by snictly construing the "reason to
know" provision.ar Nevertheless, had the Coun pointed to distinccopy¡ight protectio¡ may not be ignored simply becaure the *'orL "co¡tai¡s material of
po'óibI" p"blic i-po.uoé"" or thetè is "sociâl telüe in disseminatio¡," id at 558' 559 (inter-

;âl citâdàns omiti:d). Thc fect th¡t an author's words "may ofthemselves be 'newsworthy'
is not an independent ju¡tifc¡tion fo¡ u¡¡uthorized copying ofthe author's e¡pr$sio¡r. . . ."
Id ât 557.
L765 n 22; Ncu Yørþ Tìn¿s Co
see B¿ñnk*\ l2l S Ct
't Fl¿ríd¿ Sur,49l US at 535;
^Ì
o Sttltìaø4 376 US 254, 271-72 (1964r.
a'Novivhi o Cook,94ó F2d 938, 941 (DC Cn l99l).

a"'ltle m's prohibition applies only to those who either have actual lnowledge ofúe
nrture of the inierception or-ectual Lnowledge of f¡cts that m¡l¡e those origþ 'so higl y
¡robeble that'one should assu¡¡e such to be t¡ue. Rest¡tcment (Second) of To¡ts, S 12'
the interception must be apparent, because
änt. a (19ó$. Indeed, the facts surrounding-U.S
Br. 45-'16 C,onsequendy, Tide Itr does
Title trÌ imposes no duty of inquiry. Ibid.;
not deær (and for the pást threè dicades has not deterred) the p,ress from rcporcing the
news. Far Èom requiring ¡eporters to rese¿¡ch sou¡ces for fear of illegality, it mereþ r-e;
ouiras them to reÊáin froim rùe if drev !¡ow o¡ dl but lnow that the sou¡ce wss en unlaw6¡l
Únited Stâtes at 20, Bllt tk*i o Volle4 l2l S Ct 1753
iirterception."
-(Nos Reply Brief for the
(2001)
99-16á7, 99-l?28) (available at 1999 US Brieß LEXIS ló87).
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tive First Amendment concerns with the "reason to know" st¿ndard, it would have highlighted e legitimate concern about chilling
reporting that relies onJy on legøþ æatred ìnform*ion; it would
have rooted the decision in the right to report legelly secured information, râther thân extending the mande of First Amendment
protection over reporting information that the press knows to have
been illegally secured. And of course it would not have invalidated
the application of Tide Itr in cases where the press actuâl knows
that the information wæ illegally intercepted.
In the end, for Justice Stevens nothing turns on the fact that
the information here was stolen. Neø Yorþ Tirnes Co, zt Salliaøn
put the mande of First Amendment protecdon around the publication of factually false information, but not the publication of information the media knows to be false.ft Neither should Børnicþi
have protected the publication of information known to be illegally
secured.
A case that hangs over Børnicki, and may help to explain why
Justice Stevens gives so litde weight to the fact that the published
information was illegally obtained, is Neø York Times Co. o Uniud
Støtes,+s the Pnta.gon Pøpers case. Justice Stevens invokes it at the
very outset of his discussion of why it is irrelevant that the conversadon was illegally intercepted.tr Decided in 1971 when public debate about the ongoing Viemam War v¡as intense, trhe Pøngon
Pøperc case w¿s a suit by the U.S. government agaimst Tlte New
Yorþ Times and The Washington Post to enjoin their publication of

materials from a classified Defense Deparrnent study of the war.
It was apparently undisputed that the newspapers were publishing
classified material that they knew had been stolen and given to
them by Daniel Ellsberg,aT The Pentøgon Pap¿rs case is a free press
icon, How could the Court now rule tåat the press had no right
to disclose illegzlly secured information?
Br;rt Penngon Pøpers is easily distinguishable from BørnickL Ftst,
Pentøgon Papøs was a prior restraint case. The only issue before
the Court was whether the publication of tÏe papers could be en" lzr us 254, 279-80 (tg64).
{' ,to3 us 713
0971).
{ l2t S Ct ât l7ó1.
r Although this fact was not d¡scussed in the
siz€d

ir in his dissent.

See 403

US ât 7t4,

majority opìnions, Justice Hrrlan empha-
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joined. Prior restraints are distinctively disfavored in First Amendment law, and the Coun's per ctriam opinion concluded only that
the govemrnent had not met the "heavy burden" of iustifring a
prioi resaaint. Post-publication criminal prosecution of the newsþ"p".s *as not foreclosed, as Justices \{hite and Stewart explicitly
itote¿ in their concurrenceas-and, by implication, post-publication civil liability was also not foreclosed' Bømticki was a postbroadcasting suii for damages, not a prior r€strâint case. Second,
Penøgon Pãpers lrrrvolved the publication of information held by
the government. fu noted above, in such a situation it can always
be sàid that the government should take bener steps to prevent
the leak rather tian allow actions against the press. Third, and
most impoftâ¡rtly, as Solicitor General Wa:snan put it in his orâl
argtrneit rn Børtnieki, n Penwgon Pøp¿rs there wâs reason to think
thãt the government hed a "censorial motive" and was seeking "to
uke certain facts off the øble."ae In Bømicþi nothing like a censorial motive underlies the content-neutral privacy-protectiòn provisions of Tide III.
In the end, the crucial factor for Justice Stevens in Børtnicþi is
that the content of the illegally intercepted conversation involves
a matter of "public concem." The presence of content of "public
concern," hJ argues, "irnplicates the core Purposes of the First
Amendment" arid outweighs people's interest in the privacy of
their communications even in a case where that privacy is violated
bv ¿n illeeal intrusion,
'There fre several interrelated problems with the "public con'cern" concept in this contextto and, taken together, they leave p
,rat" matt"tt-rrery vul¡ereble to disclosure. First, the phrase "public
concern" is unãefined' "Public concern" might include anything
that the public becomes concerned about' This might- in-volve a
threat to public security or an issue being debated in the legislature; but iì might also include the way an actor treats his girlfriend,
what governnient ofÊcials say to their children, or what ordinary

ßId ¡t

735-'+0 (White, joined by Stewart, conc1trring).
s 2000 US Trans LE)ûS 77' '17.
loThe oh¡æe has been used in othe¡ contexts such as cases involving the scope of public
.-rrlã.'"e' soeech. whe¡e it ¡rises somen¡hat similår issues, Sce, e'8., Co¡¡it| ø Mlcn, 4ól
i{tlh ttgbl\ pt *o¡os t Board of üutøtio4 39t US 563 (19ó8); ltøa h¡r t McPh¿ñùn,483
US 37S (1987); Wot,nl Churchill, 5ll US óól 0994)
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citizens buy from online sellers of videos-indeed, anything that
becomes a matter of public curiosity.rr
Even if "public concern" excludes mere public curiosity and includes only matters relevant to the public's understanding ofissues
or offrcials, private matters can all too easily come within the concept. For one tüing, there is a self-fulfilling and ever-expanding
quality to "public concern." Private mâtters cân become subjects
of "public concern" simply by being labeled so in the media' If a
newspaper discloses how a government official treats his children,
it will become â matter of public attention, public debate, and, at
least for some voters, an element in political assessments. More
generally, private mafters can readily be deemed relevant to public
concerns, Disclosure of private facts about virtually ânyone can
be said to enhance public understanding about some wider public
phenomenon or public issue. If the relevance of a private fact to
some public concem is sufiÊcient m justifr media publication, a
justification will not be hard to give. An important cultural fact
fuels this dynamic: we live in a prurient culture, with greet public
interest in other people's private lives, and certainly not only the
private lives of "public figures," In these circumstances, "public
concem" becomes an especially wide category and, as a First
Amendment justiûcation, one that gready endangers privacy'
But there is a more basic problem with Justice Stevens's approach: He lools to the content of the broadcast communication
to decide whether the Constitution protects it, rather than to the
circumstances unde¡ which the conversation took place' For Justice
Stevens, if the content of the communication involves a matter of
public concern, it is within First Amendment protection. But â
different approach is possible: One could look to whether the original communication takes place within a protected zone, If a zone
is deemed a protected priv¿te zone-which can be either a place
or a kind of situationt2-then the content of whet is communicated
tf See Edwerd
J. Blousre.in, Tbe First Amêndrv¿ît ørd PliuaE: Tbe Suyaxz Coan fruticc
tb. Pbìlo¡øþber, 28 Rutprs L Rev 41, 54-57 (t97a) ('tlhel weight to be given 'the
public interesiin obtainingìnformation' should depend on whether the informauon is relei,ant to the public's goveming purposes. 'Public inter€st,' táken to mern curiosity, must be
distinguisheil fiom 'public intìrest' t¿ken to mean value to the public of receiving informrrion ofgoveming impo¡tânce. There is [no First ,{mendment right] to setisft public curiosity and publish lurid gossip about private lives."),
drrd

5t See Lloyd Wein¡eb, l¿zr Pløe or Minc? Prtuaq of Pnseatc Undzt tbe Føtltb Ar?ten¿nÌttt,
1999 Suprerire Court Review 253 (coritÌâsting what he calls "privacy ofplace" rnd "privacy
of presence"); Robert C. Post, The Socìal Forndatiøt øf Priuq: CønaaiÙ and Self ìn tbc
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v¡ithin that zone would be irrelevant in deciding whether the First
Amendment protects the media in reporting on it. The press could
be s¿nctioned for publishing information about conversations
within that zone, regardless of content.s3 In Tide III, Congress
sought to protect privacy by creating such a protected zone, and
made intrusions on that zone illegal, The fact that a conversation
involves a matter of "public concern" is not inconsistent \¡¡ith it
also warranting the label "private" because it takes place within a
private zone.
Put another way, speech acts must be understood in terms of
audiences as well as content.sl In our daily narrative transactions,
we are always negotiating our relationship to an audience' Privacy
is ultimately about our power to choose our audience. When privacy is invaded, we are compelled to have an audience we do not
wânt. The Court in Børnicki says that publishing the intercepted
conversation contributed to public debate-but tfie two people
speaking on their cell phones did not wish to contribute to a public
debate before a public audience. Their words were tâken from
them by stealth and put into public debate against their will. If
every private stâtement on a public subject may be forcibly disclosed because it contributes to public debate, then privacy is a
dead lecer. We cannot have it both ways.
Justice Stevens's approach, which anaþes "public" and "private" as a matter of content, is far less privacy-protective in this
context than an approach that analyzes "public" and "private" as
Cott¡¡to¡t I¿u Tort in Co ttitt¿toial Doíraiít: DêrnoîaE, Cøtmtnìt1, Managûtet
72-73 (1995) (discussing Erving Goftnan's concept of "information preserves").

t

54-55'

This ¡¡n¡oach is somewhat an¿locous to the ¡oproach under Fou¡th Amendment law.
't
The exisæièe of a zone of reasonrblylxpected privìcy çnerater more demanding requirements before that zo¡e rnâv be setrched. fie existence within th¡t zo¡e of particulat "content" (evidence of criminal behavior) does not gencrally eliminate the need to otserve the
Fourth Amendment r€quirements. In the end, of coune, "content" is certainly rclevant
under the Fou¡th Amenãmenq however. fie requrrements can be met, warrans will issue,
and se¡rches be allowed if law e¡fo¡cement offce¡s demonse¡te that there is probâbl€ câuse
to believe that particular "content" (evidence of criminal behavior) actually does exist within
dre zone, But the enstence of the zone çnerates the heightened requiremens.
Simil¡tlv. one ca¡ view coovrisht law ¡l creating ã zone thât is protected without regerd
words "may of-themselves be 'newsworto contentl As noæd abou", tËå f"--"t th"t ¿o
"udtor'i
copying of the âuthor's expre'ssion
óy' is not ân independent iustification for unauthorized
. ,' . ," Ilarþ¿r ù kø, puil¡¡¡cn, I*. ø Natíon Entaprìscs, 471 vs 5t9' 557 (1985); id ât
558, 559; nãte,10 above. See ¡lso S¡¡nl¿ Tim¿s Co tt Rlti¡¿hø,467 US 20 (1984).
t{ See- e.o.. Roman lekobson, Clotinç

eÀ, stJh

hi'b"gtagr

Naratitc ø¡l

Rbctortu

Sulan

nt: Lì¿øthtìc¡ and Poeti¿¡, ín Thomas Sebeok,

353-58 i1960);PeEr B¡ook ãnd Peul Gewirt¿, eds, Isu's Swrìu:

ì¡ tb. lau

(1996),
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It also makes the First Amendment stândard itself content based-an ironic result given the fact
that content-based nrles are generally most vulnerable to First
Amendment invalidation. The end result of Justice Stevens's approach is th¿t it maners not at all that the communication here
took place with the expectâtion that it would be private' Because
of its content, the press is free to disclose it (so long as the press
itself did not participate in the unlawful interception). The press
is as unlimited in reporting the private conve¡setion as it would
be if the speakers were talking ât ân open public meeting.
Although Justice Stevens labels his decision "narrow,"56 his
opinion gives no indication about what legislative efforts to protect
privacy against media ineusion would be constitutional' The media wins this case because a matter of "public concem" was involved, but Justice Stevens tefuses to say that the media would
have lost if a private me$er was involved:
a metter of zones and audiences,st

We need not decide whether [t]re privacy interestl is strong
enough to iustifr the application of fiide III] to disclosures of
trade secrets or domestic gossip or other information of purely
private concem. Cf. Tìme, Inc. a. Hill" 385 U,S, 374, 387-88-

(tló7) (reserving the question whether truthful publication of
private matters unrelated to public affairs can be constitution-

ally proscribed),57
Elsewhere in his opinion, Justice Stevens emphasizes "this Court's
repeated refusal to answer categorically whether truthful publication may eø'er be punished consistent with the First Amendment."ts
These "do not decides" and "refusals to answer" mean thatJustice
Stevens is leaving open ever¡hing that is distinctive about protectiirg privacy, because protecting a person's privacy is not limited
to preventing publication of false st¿tements (naditionally the

realm of defamation law), but involves preventing the publication
of true material that is jusdûably private, If it is uncertain "whether
truthfrrl publication may wer be punished consistent with dle First

Eã".

however, it might end up being more prívecy p¡otective. A "zone"
"on,"*,
grant dre press protèction to publish photographs of any person in the
epproâch miFht
public space. But see text accompanþg note 149. À content epproach might witìhold
protection if the photoguph did not have conænt of public concem
ró 121

S Cr ât 1756.
ti ld e¡ l7(A.

t'ld at l?62 (emphâsis

added).
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Amendment," it is uncertain whether media disclosures infringing
on privacy cân ever be limited consistent with the First Amendment. In other words, the Cou¡t's opinion does not mark out any
area in which privacy trumps media prerogatives.5e

tr
At the outset, though, I said that Børtnicki økes steps forward in privacy protection, and that is because Justice Stevens's
opinion is "for the Court" only in name. Jusdce Breyer, joined by
Justice O'Connor, wrote a concurring opinion. Altfiough Justices
Breyer and O'Connor also joinedJustice Stevens's opinion to make
up a six-member majority, in fact their separate opinion is much
less speech protective, and much more privacy protective, than the
Stevens opinion. Because Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Scalia,
and Justice Thomas dissented in an opinion that would have upheld the limitations on the media here and is broadly protective
of privacy, the Breyer opinion is determinative. The controlling
law is Breyer's law.
Justice Breyer's opinion sets forth an analysis that is different
from Justice Stevens's on almost all of the key matters except fo¡
the resulq that points to a quite narrow constitutional immunity
fo¡ the media in privacy cases, and that further develops his evolving and innovative general approach to the First Amendment. As
Breyer analyzes the press versus privacy is*te rn Børmicki, there
are constitutional interests "on both sides of the equation'"o On
-;ãã

.t,"^"no by Justice Stevens are ine.r?lic¡ble fo¡ othe¡ reasons. In a rariety -of
other circumstanees, the Cou¡t h¿s upheld sanctions on the prass for publishing tuthful
info¡måtion. See, e.g., Co hen v Cøths llmadøning Co.' 501 US 663 0991) (First Amendment
does not bar a prorússory estoppel âctio¡ ag¡itrsi a newspaper for publishing truthftl informaãon ¡bout ihe sou¡cè of a iotitic¿l news story in breach of ie promise to kecp the
source's identity confdential); ilarpcr Ct Rør, Putlbha's, Iu' o Ndt¡on Eñtqryit¿t, 471US
539 (19S5) (Fiist '{oendment doåç not ber an action agaiort a magrzine &t pgÞlir!¡:fg
uuthÀ'l copyrighæd m^te¡ill)i fu$bìttì rr Scr¡þþt-Hoaar¿ Bnddcøttkg C0.,433 VS 562 (1977,)
(Fi¡st Ame-n'dm-'e¡t does not '¡imrnr¡¡rir¿ the media [from danage liability] when they brordàst a oe¡fo¡mer's enti¡e ¿ct nithout his conscnt'Ì S¿¿¡¿l¿ Tina Co. a Rbin¿b¿n,467 llS
20 (19b4) Girst A¡¡endment does not b¿¡ an acúon against a newspaper for publishing
tutir.6f i¡formation leamcd during discovery in a civil suit that was covered by a ptotective
order).

ó

l2t

S

Ct at

176ó (quoting his eerl.icr separarc opinions

pert), ând

Nírø ù

concurring)).

n

Ttmer Bnødrastiag S1*m'

180, 227 (1997) @reyet concùrring in
Sb/hrþ Mitsotat¡ Goucmmc¡t P¿{C, 528 US 377' 402 (2000) (Breyer

I¡¡. o Fcd¿¡al Canmuniàtìwhønniria 52¡ US
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one side is the media's constitutionally rooted interest in publishing what it wishes. On the other side is a privacy interest "that
includes not only 'the right to be let alone' . , . but also 'the interest
. , . in fostering private speech."'6r r'The assurance of privacy,"
Breyer emphasizes, "helps to overcome our natural reluctance to
discuss private mafters when we fear that our private conversations
may become public, And the statutory restrictions [in this case]
consequendy encourâge conversations that otherwise might not
take place."62
This interest in fostering private speech, Breyer says, is iaelf a
"constitutional interest" related to the qrstem of free expression
guaranteed by the First Amendment. Breyer cites his own previous
separate opinions in which he characterizes the First Amendment's
purposes in affirmative teûns, such as "encouraging ' . . open discussion," rather than simply as a prohibition on state action restricting speech,ó] Thus, Breyer says, there are "competing constitutional interests"e n Børnhþi, and competing constitutional
interests related to ftee expression itself, Justice Stevens, by contrast, avoids saying that the interest on the privacy side is itself of
"constitutional" dimension. Rather, he says only that "there are
important interests to be considered on both sides of the constitutional calculus,"6t Justice Breyer himself hedges in one signiûcant
respect: Although he recognizes that the privary interest includes
both the "the right to be let elone" and "the interest . . . in fostering private speech," he labels only the speech-related aspect ofprivacy a constitutional interest and focuses his analysis on this
speech-related âspect-leaving unclear how he would evaluate a
case where only the nonspeech aspects of privacy were on the
"other side of the equation,"6
Id 1"ir,ior* o*i,,.d¡,
ó¡

Id,

Taøî

-"6t Nì'f¡¡

Bmødøstìng Synnt,
¿ Sbrínle Mi¡¡øøri Goumtn¿nt PAC, 528 US ât 402;
a Fed¿¡al Commr¡ìcat¡ort Corrrrn¡ttìon, 520 VS at 227. The ¡elstio¡ship between Breyer's
general conception of thê Fi¡st A¡nendment and the taditional conception is disct¡ssed

Iw,

frrrthcr in P¡rt IV.

I121
6t

6

S Ct et
\d at l7(A.

1766.

There e¡e suggesuonr in htu opinion thât Justice Breyer is in fsct giving weight to

drose nonspeech a=specs ofprivacy, "As a general metter," Justice Breyer seys, "the Federâl
Constitution must iolerate laws of this kind because of the imporønce of these priuaq end
Etecb-rehtcl objniver." A¡d the basic standa¡d thâtJutice Breyer uses in deciding this case
is ¡o ask whether the "rcstricíons on speech . . . âre dispropo¡tionete when me¡sr¡¡ed
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Because Justice Breyer sees "competing constitutional interests"

on both sides, he concludes that the Court should not apply "strict
scrutiny." Rather, he would use a much more flexible and multifactored approach that gives greater leeway for protecting privacyr

I

would ask whether the statutes strike a reæonable balance
between drei¡ speech-resuicting and speedr-enhancing c-on-sequences. Or do-they instead impose restrictions on speech that
aìe disproportionatä when meaiured against their correspondins privaci and speech-related benefits, taking inm account the
Uñ¿'. ttt. i'-p"n*ce, and the extent of these benefits, as well as
the need foithe restrictions in order to secure those benetts?67

Breyer then explains why the statute here "enhances private
speech,"68 prevents "serious harm" to privacy,6e and "resemble[s]
lãws that would award damages caused through publication of information obained by theft from a private bedroom."7o In light
of this, Breyer concludes, "As a general matter, despite the statutes' direct rest¡ictions on speech, the Federal Constirudon must
tolerate laws of this kind bec¿use of the imponance of these privacy and speech related objectives."Tr The phrasing of this conclusion is in direct, and presumably intended, contrast to Justice Stersbte action to punish
vens's sÞtement thatl'As a general matter'
the publication of truthful information seldom can satisfr constitutional standards,"'72
In the end, however, Justices Breyer and O'Con¡or decide for
the media, but only on the narrowest of grounds, and only with
a clear endorsement of the power of legislators to take significant
sþ..cb-r¿lat¿d tmeits." Id ¡t 176ó, l?67 (emphrsis
Tltur, "p¡:vaq/' Ëe'nefidth¡t ari not "speech-rélated" appeer to have some inde-

âq.i¡st the corresDo¡rdinl þritrq an¿

"ãd"d).
oendent weicht'in thå constitutional belance. Piesumablv, Justice Breyer is leaving open
ihe oosibiüãv thet he would uphold gove¡nment actiori to protect privacy from media
infüirgement'where only dte noàspeecñ aspecrs of privecy are involvcd, even though they
a¡e nJt theoselves a "córstitutione.l interest," iust Às in óther case¡ he h¡s concluded that
nonspeech (and nonconstitr¡tional) interese c¡n sometirnes justi$ a resaiction on speech
See text accompanying notes 176-78.
ó7

121 S Ct

ât

17ó6.

ald

øt 17(Á-67.
@
"Medie disemination of en intim¡te conversation to an entire comnunity will often
ceuse the spe¡kers senous hâ¡m ove¡ and ebove the ha¡m c¡used by an initial disclosutc
to the persõn who intercepted the phone call." Id ¿t 17ó6.

nld

¿c 1767.

rr

Id.

?r

Id ¡t 176l (citåtion omitted)'
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steps to protect privary from media incursions. For Justice Breyer,
there are rwo reasons why the media win this case, First, as Justice
Stevens also had emphasized, the broadcaster was not involved in
the illegal interception, Breyer suggests a further narrowing of the
Stevens approach, however, by impþing that Congress might have

been able to reach the media n Børnieþi if it had made "receipt"
of the illegally intercepted tape unlawful.7l
Second, Justice Breyer says, "the information publicized involved a m tter of ünuwol public concern, mmeþ ø threat of potentiøl physicøl hønn to othen."la This formulation is much narrov/er
than the one used byJustice Stevens. Far from relying on a general
"public concem" rationale to outweigh tlre privacy interests here,
as Stevens does, Breyer emphasizes that the public concern in this

an "unusual" and "special" one involving "threats to
public safety," since one of tlte overheard speakers suggested
"blow[ing] off . . . front porches" and "doing some work on some
of these guys."?s One might question whether these remarks
should be interpreted as â true and continuing threat,76 But the
case was

-;ãI^.-lrrg

of dre relevant passage on "receipC' is somewhat uacelt¿in. In the co¡text
of erylaining that the media "engaged in no unlawÂrl activity other than the ultimate publication," id at l7ó7, Breyer says: "[Â]s ùe Coun poins ouq the statuæs do not fo¡bid the
receipt of the ulpe iædf. Antc, at 9. The Coun ¡dds thet it¡ holding 'does not apply to
punishing parties for obaining the relevâ\t ì^forfl Èon qnlcltlutb.' Ante, at l7 n,lg (emirlasis adäËd¡." ld, The impücãtion seems to be, although this ii nót cenain, that punishing
ihe receipt in thele circumst¿nces ¡rúght be constitutionel even if punishíng "the ultimate
publication" is not. Justice Brcyer quite clearly seems to consider "obt¿ining" to include
i'receipt." However, the full texi ofJustice Sævens's footrote 19 suggests that he is probably
using i'obtâining" to me¡n no more than direcdy stealing or intercepting tlre infomration.
Foomote 19 seems simply to maLe explicit th¡t "of cou¡se" it would be "Êivolous" to
assert thet ú¡e First funendment protecs such di¡ect int¡usions even by the press.
In any event, it is hard to see why this case should be decided differendy if Congress
had made the "receipt" of illegally iotercepted information iself unlar¡¡fr.¡l. Congress hes
made unleçdl both the "interception" of certain electonic communications and the "dis_
closure" of that intercepted information, Vttry should the constitutio¡ality of these provisions depend on whetheì an interim step between the u¡lawfi¡l inærception and the unlewfr¡l disclosure is a.lso explicidy made u.nlawfrrl?
1t Id at 1166 (emphasis added),
1'ld st 1766, 1767, 1768.
7ó
Perhaps anticipating such a question, paniculatþ when that characterizstion is key to
resolvLlg ¡ motion for summary judgment, Justice Breyer addsr "Nor shou.ld editors, who
must mi.Le a publication decision quickly, have to determine present or continued danger

bebre publishing this kind of threât." Id ât 1768.
It is a.lso reasonable to ¿sk whethet it would be more âppropriâte to report the threet,
if there wes believed to be one, to law enforceúe[t authonues. It is not setded, however,
dr¡t 'lfide III would p€¡mit this "disclosure" any more than it permits media publication.
Several lower cou¡t cãses have consmred Tide IU to p¡ohibit certåin disclosues of illeþly
intercepted material to lsw enforcement eñúes. Iø n Grand fury, I I I F3d 1066' 1077-
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crucial point for present purposes is that Justice Stevens nowhere
mentions this "unusual" and "special" public safety rationale at
all,7? Instead he focuses exclusively on the fact that the intercepted
phone call involved a "public issue"-"the monds of negotiations
over the proper level of compensation for teachers . . . were unquestionably a matter of public concern, and respondents were
clearly engaged in debate about that concern'"?8 Again and again,
Justice Stevens uses the unedorned phrase "public concern," never
suggesting that he would limit First Amendment protection in
cases of unlawful interception to disclosures involving "unusual"
or "special" types of public concern. By contrast, Justice Breyer
explicidy disclaims "a 'public inærest' exception that swallows up
the statutes' privacy-protecting general rule."?e "Herer" Breyer
sa)¡s, "the speakers' legitimate privacy expectations are unusually
low, and the public interest in defeating those expectations unusually high. . . . I emphasize the particular circumstances before us
because, in my view, the Constitution permits legislatures to respond flexibly to the challenges future technology may pose to the
individual's interest in basic personal privacy."80
The privary-protective nature of Justice Breyer's approach is
also reflected in how he treâts the fact that the speakers, officials
in a public employees' union, were actively involved in public life'
Considering this an additional, although not necessarily independent, factor in his analysis, Breyer characterizes the speakers as
"limited public fgures, for they voluntarily engaged in a public
?g (3d Cìr lg97); Bet¡l o Fxnlc, 146 F3d 1003, l0l1-13 @C Ci 19.98); Cùaødld'-a-Unìted
Sut¿t Amt'y, 125 F3d- 1296, 1298-1302 (9th Cit 1997). Indeed, when Justice O'Connor
wes a statá indge in tuizonå, she had such z case Sutc v Dulcr,585 P2d 900 (Ariz fup
in ¡ homicide case, of a privaæly inter1978) (âfu;ing Judg€ O'Connor's supprcssion,
-been
grven to law enfo¡cement audrorities). In his
ce¡ted ìeleohon-e_coiver¡ation thec hed
RJplv Briei in R¿¡øi¿*¡, the Solicito¡ Generai, addressing disclosures to the Police, stâted
'"the
drâi
¡râditionsl defense of 'necessity' privileges conduct that is necessary to protect
lives where (as here) the defense is not forédosed by stanne " Reply Brief for the United
(rvailable
Sþtes
lg: Baltît¡rþi ú VoþIt, l2l S Ct l7t3 (2001)
'himselfQ'{os 99-1687, 99-1728)
suggess that the¡e is a broeder
at 1999 US Brieß LEJ{IS'i8i). Justice Breyer
"privilege rllowing the reponing of tlueas to public safety," not limited to reporti.ng drose
di¡eats io I¡w enfõ¡cement officials. l2l S Ct ât 17ó8.
Tt
He does ouote this Dârt of úe intercepted conversation in his opinìon's stetement of
fects, id et 1737, brlt make.s nodring of it in d¡e remeinder of his opinion.
18ld zt 1765,

*

t'Id at f7ó8,
,0Id.
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controvers'y,"8r But whereas Justice Stevens flatþ states that "one
of the costs of participation in public afFairs is an attendant loss
of privacy,"e Justice Breyer states thât public involvement may

produce only "somewhøt geater public scrutiny and . . . a lesser
interest in privary,"83
Justice Breyer then explicitþ rejec$ the idea that "the Constitution requires anyone, including public ûgures, to give up entirely
the right to private communication,"e And he goes on to cite a
number of lowe¡ court cases and authorities advocating privary
protection for public figures-emphasizing, in pointed parentheticals following each case or authority, that even where someone
"famous" is involved or tlere is "interest of [the] public," publication of ce¡tein private matters does not involve a "legitirnøte public
concern."Et This distinction between "public concern" (Stevens's
phrase) and "legitimate public concem" (Breyer's phrasesó) significantly narrows the media's leeway. It makes clear that simply
because there is a public interest in something does not iustift is
disclosure to the public, A normative judgment must be made, one
that limits the potential breadth of the "public concern" concept,
A public concern is not "legitimate" if it intrudes too far into other
people's privacy.
Justice Breyer's short opinion does not set forth criteria for determining whether a matter involves a "legitimate" and "unusual"
public concem, The threat to public security in this case, he says,
comes within those categories, and he distinguishes this from the
"truly private matters" in two lower court cases involving a "videotape recording of sexual relations" and certain personal info¡maâr

Id. The concept of"public figlres" and "prìvate 6gures" has been especiâlly impo¡tânt
cases assessing the place of the First funendment in def¿mation actions rfter Nru Yorþ
Timz¡ Co, S lliuøn,376 VS 25+ (1964). See, e.8,, Pbilaùlpbia NeatPøPêr, Inc, ø H¿!F, 475
o Fir¿stone,
US 767 (1986); Wokøn a Readct't Digen An,1u.,443 US 157 (1979):Ti¡r¿,

in

!

I*,

424IJS 448 (1976)i G.nz v Roþ,tt I4/ehh, In¿., 418 \JS 32t (1974).
3¡ l2t S Cr ât 1765.
3r

Id et l7ó8

¡{

Id.

¡r

Id

ró

(emphásis âdded),

(emphasis added).

Breyer taLes the phra¡e from W¡¡¡en snd Brsndeis's fâmous uticle orr pliv¡cy, 4 Harv
L Rev ât 2 t4 (cìted h note l), a¡d it appc.¡s in Section 652D of the Restatement (Second)
of To¡ts (1977), which establishes lirbility for those vho "give[ ] publicity to a metter co¡rce¡ning the privste üfe of ¡nother , , , if the matter publiciz,cd is of a kind that (a) would
be highly offensive to a reasonable person, and þ) it not of hgírrrrrat¿ conc¿nt ta th, þttliî,"
@mphasis added)
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tion about a divorce. But his category of "truly private matters"

appears to be at a polar extreme from matters of "unusual" public

concern, so Breyer's boundary and the criteria for drawing it remain uncerain. Nevertheless, Breyer's requitement tltat there be
both "legitimate" and "unusual" public concern to establish the
media's Fi¡st Amendment right in this context promises substantial
protection for privacy.
Justice Breyer's opinion, therefore, leaves us very far from Justice Stevens's refusal to say "whether the truthfrrl publication of
private matters unrel¿ted to public affairs can be constitutionally
proscribed,"sT and "refusal to enswer caægorically whether truthful publication mey ever be punished consistent with the First
Amendment."88 Justice Breyer is clear that truthful publication can
be punished in order to protect privacy.se
Justices Breyer and O'Connor do not go as f¿r as the dissenters.
The dissenters, using "intermediate scrutiny," treât the unlawfulness of the original interception as dispositive.eo The dissenters
would give no weight in this context to the fact that the intercepted
information might involve information of "public concem,"
whether the public concern is ordinary or "unusu¿I." They call
"public concern" "an amorphous concePt that the Courc does not
even attempt to deúne."er In the most important passage in their
opinion, the dissenters embrace a privacy-protection approach that

-îìITc.

tzc+.
s Id ¿t 1762.",
sJustice Breyer gives en inrcresting glos on his or¿n Bølt tìtlì opinion in his recent
M¡dison Lecn¡ie. Stephen Rreyet, OriDamrratìc Cortt¡tt t¡on, ùrc Fall200l Jâm€s Madison
Lectute, dclivered at lIfU Lâv School on October 22, 2001 (copy on 6le v,ith the author).
He ch¿¡¡cterize.g the B¿røirli decision a¡ e 'î¿t¡ov/' one and argues that the nerrorvaess
vas appropriate because priv¡cy $¡estions are now "unusurlly complex." "fflhe complex
naturè bf ihese problems-cells ioi ¡esolution through a fomr of participamry demo,cracy,"
with "law revisiãn tlr¿t bubbles up from belov." This, i¡ turn, "sì¡ggests a need for . . .
judicirl caution or modesry'' drat dloes not "pre-empt" the democratic proc€'ca. Id ât t4-17.
is not just a general defense ofnerrov decisions in this arca, hovever' It-is pointedly an
argrunent for natiowness in decisions in a panicu.la¡ direction-decisions thet protect the
m;diâ ãnd limit the scope of privacy protection, The point is thåt the Court should "leav[e]
open brordcasær liability in õther . . . ciro¡mstences," id at ló, ánd allow the patticiPâtory
democratic process to tste p¡ivacy-protective steps.
m
They do distinguish the Peaøgon Pøpcn czse, however, saþg that th¿t c¿se involved
govemmlnt informãtion and wcs aìso r '¡prior restraint" c¡¡e, ¡athe¡ than concluding that
it was wrongly decided simply because Daniel Ellsberg had stolen the pâpers. l2l S Ct ât
t776,

îhis

" Id et

17ó9.
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is undoubtedly broader than the multifactored complexity of the
Breyer approach:
The Constitution should not protect the involuntary broadcast
of personal conversations. Even where the communications involve public figures or concern public matters, the conversâtions äre noneiheless private anì worthy of Protection. -.Although public persons may have forgone the right to live dreir
livesicrèened hom publiè scrutiny in some areas, it does not
and should not follori' that they alsó have abandoned their right
to have a private conversadon without fear of it being intentionally iniercepted and lnowingly disclosed.e¿

The

Stevens end Breyer opinions, taken together, extend First

Amendment immunity beyond prior câses in some respects' covering situations where the information was unlewfi¡lly obtained.
But the Breyer and Rehnquist opinions, taken together, contract
and limit First Amendment protections in several other respecß,
most obviously in sharply limiting the media's "public concern"
rationale for invading privary. Overall, the combined weight of the
concurence and the dissent establishes that five Justices seem
quite receptive to resrictions on speech to protect privacy.

m
This broader receptivity to privacy protecdon is as it should
be, in my judgment. The Court should give more weight to privacy protection in cases involving privacy-speech conficts. This
conclusion reflects not only a view of the imporrance of privary,
but also concerns âbout ne¡¡¡ technological threats to privary and
about contemporary social circumstances that have made privacy
more vulnerable than speech. IJltimately, it also reflects e conception of freedom of the press as largeþ a freedom concerned v¡ith
the public sphere.
lf The values served by privacy (understood here as the ability
to conuol and to avoid disclosure of certain matters about oneself)
ere many and can be variously described: the need to be let alone;
promoting development of the personality; developing trusting relationships of love and füendship; avoiding pressures for conformity; encouragtng creativity; maintaining the rules of civility;

-iÃìtne.
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allowing noncompliance with ambivalently supported laws; teducing unfair, out-of-context judgments of people; letting people bury
thãir pasq protecting human ãignity; sustaining individualism; and
developing a liberal and pluralistic society, to mention iust some
that have been discussed in the literatu¡e'er Privacy also promotes
a system of free expression, for people are more likely to express
themselves fully, openly, and robusdy when they have confrdence
that what drey say will be heard only by a known group of listeners.
Fear of being overheard, fear of public eq)osure' fear of one's
words becoming the subiect of gossip, fear of intimacies being pubIicþ scrutinizeã, fear of being sanctioned or disapproved of because of what one says-all of these have a profound inhibiting
effect on expression, and make it crucially impotant for the law
to protect a iealm of privacy for communications. Far from threatening speech, protecting private communication is itself a central
of constructing a vibrant system of free expression.
-part
Given the special status of free speech in the American constitutional firmament, it is easiest to ârgue for readiustrnents in the
speech/privacy balance by emphasizing the wa¡n i¡ which Protãcting þrivacy itself promotes free expression. By doing so, one
identiûei speéch inteiests "on both sides of the equation," and
restricting ipeech to protect privacy can be justifed-as a speechràther than a speeõh-restricting approach-ea But not all
enhancin!-about
privacy are related to expressive freedom. The
concerns
other values that privacy serves may themselves at times be strong
enough to justifr iome iestricdon on what the media may publish.
Wã neeá to jee privacy in the same rystemic way that we have
come to see speech, Suppressing speech, we recognize, is not only
a loss to the individual in question. It also deprives public debate
and deliberation of the beneûts of wide-open and robust discussion; it harms democratic self-government' Similarly' lost privacy
is not only a diminishment to the individual direcdy concerned.
It also reduces a sphere of life that is crucial for a particular kind
eiSee. e.c,. \üá.rren end Bråndeis, 4 He¡v L Rev 193 (cited in noæ l); Rutl¡ Gavison,
prøøot a¡iih¿ L¡nìr ofLtu,89 Y;le LJ 421 (1980); Jeftey Rosen, 1/r Uruøntc¡l G¿a¿:
iír¡*a't* o¡ øø,h ¡¡ Ànq¡¿a (zolb); Pos¿, Th. Sod¡,l Foø¿at¡ot¡ of hhøa! (citeð in

itì
ctr"¡ó m"¿! A¡ A¡atøtl of Vitu¿¡ (1970); Amit¿i Etzioni ' Tbc Linits of Prtuat1
".iJil,äic¡erd
äçcsl
C, Turi<incton and-Aite L. Allen, Priuøcr Izu: Coset ønd Matcriah (1999)i
òpi.oi'si*it¡,,
x
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of human ñrnctioning that susteins a pluralistic society. Moreover,
when the media puts private matters into the public sphere, it has
systemic consequences for the public sphere itself.
Those who do not participate in the public square at all can
make the strongest claims to privacy protection. People only øngentially or episodically in the public eye-or those who have been
forced into rhe public square because they are victims of crime or
some other misfomrne-also have strong claims. Cases involving
public figures are the hardest privary cases, since public figures
seem to went it both wap, to embrace the public and yet evade
it, and because the accountability of public officials and political
candidates is a central element of democratic self-governance, But
protecting some âspect of privacy for public figures is crucial for
their own human functioning. Moreover, as discussed more fully
below, protecting their privacy can further the values of democratic self-governance.es
But while privacy serves public values, ât bottom privacy is antipublic. This is part of what makes it such a challenging concept
for contemporary constitutional and political theory and why
many are reluctant to say that privacy should outweigh the public
functions of a free press, Owen Fiss has written about a number
of recent circumstances in which uaditional supporters of free
speech have supported restrictions on speech.eó He discusses, for
example, feminist support for restricting pomography in spite of
liberalism's traditional support for freedom of serual expression,
support for hate speech laws among many in the civil rights movement in spite of their traditional opposition to censorship, and support of some civil liberties groups for campaign fnance restrictions
and regulations of the media to assure wider access and enhance
the diversity of views available to the public. Some of these examples pit different conceptions of free speech against each other.
Others, such as hate speech and pornography, can be seen es a
conflict between free speech and equality, although Fiss sees tlrem
as a conflict within the First Amendment itself. But in each case,
tÏe argument in f¿vor of restricting speech rests at bottom on a
conception of the "public"-a revised sense of public debate, or
not€s l2o, 135-ló.
- ft s-*
"""o-p*yirrg
M.
Fiss,
Owcn
Libetalim Dhtidc* Fnedaz of Speech ond the Møn! Utet of Søte Pmrer
(199ó), See also Owen

M. Fiæ,

The

lrory of Frcc

Speech (1996\.
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collective self-determinâtion, or social roles, or soci¿l status. As
Fiss puts it, these arguments in favor of rest¡icting speech rest on
an understanding of freedom "in more social terms."e7
But the arguments in favor of restricting speech to protect privacy úe largely anti-"social"-or at least they seek to preserve a
realm of the social and personal that often refuses to contribute
to a wider "public." "Private speech" might be related to public
issues or might be preparation for an ultimately more "public"
formulation, but its value does not depend only on that, and that
is not the primary reason l¡¡e protect it from disclosure, We protect
its privateness, We protect the right to choose a narrow audience,
or no audience except oneself-to be what William Carlos Williams called "lonel¡ lonel¡" and as such to be "the happy genius
of my household,"es So too for the elements of privacy having
nothing to do with speech-we protect them from disclosure
largely because we know that humans are constituted in pan by
refusing to be public. One can and should identifr public purposes
serged by protecting the private, æ I have done above, but privacy's effort to subvert the public's tnowledge and control is ¿t the
core of what it is-and, I believe, the core of its unique value.
2) In assessing the importance of enhancing privacy protection,
we also need to t¿ke account of technological developments that
creâte greâter society-wide threats to privacy, It is appropriate and
common for legal rules to adapt to the development of new technologies,s This is because legal rules âre typically premised on
often unarticulated background assumptions ebout what the world
is like. When reality changes, and the bacþound assumptions no
longer hold true, existing law may not achieve its original purposes. If we adhere to existing rules in the face of new technologies, the existing balance between liberty and order may be transformed. Concerning privacy, for example, the lew may not protect
certain private activities or zones because there are few perceived
threats to those activities or zones, The law allows access, but since
access in practice is rare, tl-re law does not occasion significant inva-

-;lJ]¡*oouno

oøiùa

s.

^,
Willirm Ca¡los Wìlliams, Danse Rnstc,

it L Walton Litz ¿¡d Ch¡istopher MacGor¡'en,
Williøn Carlos Wiltìaøs 1909-1939 ¿t 86-87 (I98ó)
esec Paul Gewirtz, Corntìtttiontl lat a¡d Neu Tæhnolog, 64 Social Rese¡rch ll9l
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sions of privacy. Our technological crudity protects us from wider
invasions of privacy. But if new technologies cre¿te new capabilities that facilitate access and therefore open up new threats to pri
vacy, \¡/e may have to change the rules if we wish to preserve the

old rules' purposes,
Another privary case decided lest term, þlk u United Støtes,tm
nicely illustrates one way that legal rules adapt to new technologies-specifically, adapt to what the Court described as the "power
of technology to shrink the realm of guaranteed privæy."t0l l9lk
involved the police use of ¿ "thermal-imaging" device in the
course of a drug investigation. When aimed at a building from
outside, such a device can pick up relative amounts of heat emanat-

ing from the building. ln l(yllo, a thermal-imaging device

was

aimed at a private home from the street and was able to pick up
hot zones suggesting that halide lights were being used inside to
grow marijuana. The constitutional question was whether use of
the device was a "search" within the meaning of the Fourth
Amendment,
The Court acknowledged thet visuel observation traditionally
has not been deemed a "search," but also underscored that individuals traditionally have had a reasonable eq)ectation of privacy in
"the interior of their homes." With "old" technologies, the two
concepts are not in conflict. But with the "technological enhancement of ordinary perception" permitted by the "advance of technology," a conflict can emerge. The Cowt in þlln concluded that
the use of thermal imaging on a house constitutes a "search," even
though observation from the sâme spot without "technological enhancement" would not have been ¿ "se¿rch,"

To withdraw protection of this minimum expectâtion [of privacyl would bè to permit police technology to erode the privacy guaranteed by the Forirth Amendment. We think that ob-

tairiing by

sensè-enhancing technology any information
regarding the interior of the home that could not otherwise
h¿ve been obtained without physical "intrusion into a constitutionally protected area" constitutes a search-at least where (as
herÐ thè technology in question is not in general public use.
This assures preservation of that degree of privacy against gov-

-liG
ßr
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Id ât 2043.
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emment that existed when the Fourth Amendment

was

adoprcd.roz

Technological changes creeting new threets to pri cy should
also affect legal rules in a broader way, encouraging reexamination
of the rules gãverning the speech/privacy balance. As new technologies make outsiders' access to private matters easier (allowing
ready interceptions of phone calls or eavesdropping on bedroom
conversationJor hacking into electronically stored information, for
example), and as new technologies faciliate the creation of permanent ;lect¡onic records and fooçrins and simplifr the ability to
gather personal information from dispersed sources, laws proiecting privacy become more important' At the seme time, the media has a gteater potential to produce more extensive harms þ
broadly diiseminating private material, and new media technologies such as the intemet and e-mailing make possible new threats
io privacy.r0r A continuing reluctance to limit the media in the face
of new tãchnologies, in short, may result in a maior diminishment
of privacy,rfr It may well be that in the years ahead further techno-

;lf,lo,ion

o^i*d).

The Coun in K14b relies on an eerlier case in which technologi<al
in Fourth Anrendment doctrine,Iøtz o Unìt ¿ Sutcs,389 VS
347 (lg6n.l¡ Ktr\ the-Coun disc¡rded a constitutio¡al nle that the Fourth Amendme¡t
*"s tiggei"d o"ly by a ph)ßicâl tre'rpâss, in significant pan because new ele¡t¡onìc technologies were állowing widespresd inhrsions on ârees where lhere wâs â reâsonâble exPectâgon
oi privacy even without any Ph),sicâl intrusion.
chanse iostered a chance

tot See ,{" Mich¡el FroonLio, Thc Dcath of Prhtaq? 52 Stan L Rev 1461 (2000); Rosen'
57-58, i5g-95 (cited in noté 93); LawrenceLesig, Coàz and Otbtt'
Tb. IJn)onu¿ Gøz¿
^t
(1999); Turkington and Allen, Pril)aE laú ât 311-25 (cited in
Ltus øf Clbcrspacc t42-64

note 93).

Cf. Geoftev R, Sto¡e, Thc Scøte of th¿ Fouftb Arn¿i¿rrrt t ¡ hiøtE o¡zd tbc Poli¡¿ Us¿
Alsart, ørr¿ ùtfonttttt'1966 ì'ñ Bar Found ResJ t193, 121ó (sugge*ting a
,L.ínciole of con-sc¡vation oí orivacy." which ¡eeb "to mai¡tein s cùmulative level of priuicu cdmoareble to that exisûnc ai the time the fou¡d¡ amendment ves drâfted")' This
ooiít is J cenerâl one. a¡d has-oftcn been lost in discu¡sions ebout the tcnsion hetween
itv after the events of September ll, 2001. M¡ny of our civil libenie's
íib..tu
o"d ,ulei r"st on brcþound rsärmptions ¡bout the risls to secüity tlut \À'ill
ão.tíres"nis.."t
iollov., from civil liberties of ¿ cãnain scope. JFor example-, when we ¡ay it is better thet
ten suilw Deoole -¡st
co free than th¡t one innocent persoì be co¡victed, we are implicidy
to society of setting ten guilþ people free is a tolereble rislc But if
¡iEuitind tir"t the
technolõcies and access to technoloqies develop so that the ten guilty People hâve access
to foodoiter-sized nuclear weapons-and the will to detonste them, then we mây wânt !o
â¿lirrst our eoisrâm (ând a¡ le¡si some of our n¡l€s in some circu$sttnc€s)' Not to do so
i" 't"
uJ úth a ieal-wo¡ld belance between liberty and security that is very different
,h" oi" ,*" tta.æ¿ {ith. The point is just âs âPPlicâble in the othe¡ direction lf we
eo. ""¿
ào not adiust existinc n¡les when nev investigative tdc-hnologies give lew e¡forcement of6Ár"íi *"æ* åoacio to reduce libertv] then we will lnd up with a much different
"i"t
fiU"r.y7r"""Fiay ¡¡*ée than we thought ve hrd. Liberty-oriented rules of wider scope will
be necessary just to leep pace.
16
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logical developments will themselves creete befter wâys of advancing communióation while also protecting privacy-for example, þ
strengthening encryption methods-but for now privary protections will be significantly shaped by where tl¡e law draws the line
between permissible and impermissible invasions'
3) Giving more weight to privary in constitutional disputes is
also warranted because of the contemporary social and cultural
context r¡/ithin which these issues arise. Just as legal rules are typically premised on background assumptions about technologies, so
too'aie such rules usually premised on assumptions about soci¿l
conditions, behaviors, and attitudes. As these change, legal rules
may require reexaminetion. Often in partnership with new technologiei, social and cultural factors have made privacy more vulnerable than before-and, I would argue, more wlnerable than
the press today-suggesting that legal efforts to strengthen privacy
deserve added weight when balanced against press prerogatives.
The events of September 11, 2001, and ongoing fears of terrorism
v¡ill continue to augment the governmends already great powers to
collect information and monitor behavior. Employers have become
expansive data gatherers and monitors. Legally, as well as culhrrally, there is a wider sense of a "right to know'" The greater role
of litigation in our society over past decades has created a new and
extremely powerful engine to compel the disclosure of hitherto
private information. A wider "politics of scandal" and "criminalization of politics" has unleashed powerful investigative machinery
and increased mainsffeam attention to the private misdeeds of
public figures ¿nd to the lives of private âgures caught up in the
investigative onslaught. I have elsewhere referred to an "Oprahfication" of American culture.rot By this I mean that Americans have
become ready and unashamed voyeurs, stimulated and allowed to
peer into and judge the private lives of others, even as we typically
try to hold on to our own privacy and support laws to protect it.
Cultural boundaries between the public and private have become
blurred, with private intimacies more casually the subject of public
discourse, and new expectetions created about what we may know
about others.
The press itself has been changed þ the more m¿instreamed

-ìñJC"*,*,
Iau"

Stories

^t

Vht¡mt arr¿ Volean: Tuo Ndrrath)¿ hob!¿rns
ir note 54).

135, 152 (cited
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prurience of the American people, and in turn has become a
gteater cultural force in dirrinishing privacy.r6 It has often been
noted that "enterainment values" drive news coverage these
da¡æ,r07 and a large pan of what this means is that news coverege
has increasingly broken down distinctions between what is public
and wh¿t is private, The mainstream media devote more aftention
to personalities, gossip, and reporting on private lives of both the
famous and the ordinary. Although we may seek to hold on to our
own privacy and support laws to protect it, these broader cultural
forcei, along with new technologies, Present new and serious
tlreats to privacy.
On the ãther hand, the press today is not seriously endangered
by government restrictions, and individual speakers ar_e ¡ot seriously threatened by government-imposed conformity of viewpoint'
Debate about public issues and public ûgures is extremely vigorous, The boundaries of the permissible h¿ve been extended very
far out. In earlier times, this was not the case: the press ¿nd other
speakers were subject to govemment legal action that direcdy
sõught to restrict criticism of the government and sought to limit
a bioad range of ideas from bein-g expressed and heard' Understandably, free speech law sought to push back on these restrictions. But the press today has great leeway and boldness. It is true
that the terrorist attacts of September 11, 2001, and the resulting
war in Afghanistan have led the current edministration to criticize
the medi¡-for example (and disorbingþ, the Attorney General
terrorists
has criticized the media and others for giving
on
policies
administration
to
by their "fearmongering" obiections
no
lib"ni.t gtounds,tdt But the government hes taken
fegl
"irril
steps to restriðt media criticism, and the media remains bold (althoìgh this popular war is also generally popular in the media).
The iystem of free expression still needs to be strengthened-esa¡"

oo¡r,

¡.."

¡, one of de¡ree Concems sbout the

press

imsding privrcy and purh_

inc bounáaries in that directiori a¡e hardly new, of course ln a different soci¡l context

*lï.." th"." *"."

different cu.ltur¡l bor¡ndiries, Wårren ând Bcandeis's famous article on
cy expregsed analogous sorts of concems about prcss behavior.
rø See, e.g.,
(1990; Neil Post¡nân, lmwìng Otnchta
James Fallows, Bnakhg tbc Neus
to Deatb (1985).
hetÅ¡.8
tæ
DOl Oversiebt: þc¡¿mi¡s Oú Fr¿cdans Whìl¿ Dcfendìng Agaißt
hefore S-enate Tuãici¡rv Comõinee, l07th Conß I (2001) (tesdmony of Attomey Generål
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pecially by counteracting the dominance of media giants and further diverli$'ing the voices that can be heard (without thereby diluting the power of strong press entities to be a true check on
gou"inmettitt¡-but not by strengthening the press in its freedom to interfere with privacy. It is the latter value that is now
often seriously threatened, and at times threatened by the press.
In deciding how to strike the press/privacy balance, it is essential
to take account of where the greater vulner¿bilities and dangers
are.

These various factors help to justi$' strengthening privacy protections. But freedom of the press from government abridgrnent
is explicitly protected by the Constitution, and freedom from nongovernmental interference with privacy is not'rro There are onlytwo conceptuel ways for privacy concerns to prevail in the face of
the press' claim of First Amendment protection: (l) to conclude
that the First ,{mendment right does not appl¡ or does not apply
at frrll strength, when the press infringes on certain private matters;
or (2) to conclude that privacy is a strong enough competing interest in particuler circumstances to outweigh the Fi¡st Amendment
interest, Each conception is plausible, and indeed they are related'
The freedom of the press protected by the First Amendment
must be seen as primarily about tÏe press' contribution to democratic self-governance, to public debate, and to checking the power
of the state.rrr This core freedom is a broad one, and it includes

-;îllr,,
J 52t

nhri, Ø c Ctectzittg Valar ìn First

AntendntaÈ Tbeory,1977 Am Bar Foì¡nd Rcs

(1e77).

ll0A right to privacy as the fieedom to Leep the government Êom having unwanted
infoim¡tion is o¡otecttd duouqh the Fourdr A¡tendment and also as an
aspect of iubsantive due process'under the Fiftli ¡nd Fourteenth Ame¡dme¡e. I'l/hølzn o
Roì 429 US 589 (1977). The Foù¡t¡ Amendment is phrased rs a "right of the people to
be sec,u¡e . . . against unreesonable searches and seizure," rnd, as literally phrased, does
access to-oersonál

not have a stcte ãc1ro¡ requirement But the Fou¡th Amendment hâs not been interPreted
rs providing protections ageinst nongovemmental interference, and I do not reet úy ârgument on e il-âim th¡t meãia interference with "privacy" violet€s s constitutionel right of
privecy,

lrrThe idea that the Fi¡st Amendment as a whole hes ths core me¡ning has is contemporsry roots in the w¡itings of A.lexander Meillej ohr, e,g., F/.¿ Sþeech øû¿ Ib kløtion to SelfGou¿nt nent (1948), and has been developed in recent years by Owen Fiss, e.9., Líbctalìsm
D¡uid¿¿ (ci.ed in note 9ó); The lrory of Frcc Spætb (ciæd in note 9ó), ând Câss Sì¡nstein,
Dazocrac¡ and the Pmbbø of Frce Spæih (L993). These ç¡jters do not distinguish between
Êeedom of speech and Êeedom of the press, Howevcr, this understanding of the Fi¡st
A¡nendment seems to have distinctive fo¡ce r¡r understanding Êeedom of the press in particular, both beeause the institutio¡¡l natu¡e of medi¡ entitie.s mekes less relevant ¡nothcr
stand¡rd rationale fo¡ ftee speech-promoting self-fulfillrnent-and, more importandy (as
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not only explicitly "political" speech but also a broad range of
"cultutal" expression, since culn¡ral expression contributes to our
public lifettz and since experience teaches us that cultural censorihip so often has a political motivadon.rrr This undersending of
freèdom of the press as primariþ about the public sphere reflects
both an afñrmative concept about the press' role and also, I would
argue, a recognition that a wider concept of press freedom would
conflict with other values that a society properþ cherishes, such
as privacy. Thus concern about privacy is built into a proper conception of press freedom itself, Freedom of the press is not fundamèntally about the freedom to disclose private matters or to invade
tÏe private sphere,rra The freedom to publish the truth strikes
many as the còre ofwhat freedom ofthe press is about; but truthful
information about oneself is also at the core of whet privacy protects. À pleusible way to harmonize these ideas is to unde¡stand
the press' freedom as focused primarily on the public sphere.
The alternative way to bring privacy protection into the constitutional analysis is to see privacy as a value that competes with the
value of a free press. This is ¡ plausible way of proceeding as long
as we accept that interests not explicidy protected by the Constitution (here, the interest in protecting privacy from nongovernmenøl interference) cân in certain circumstances outweigh interests
that are,r¡5 In fact, almost all doctrinal "tests" in consdtutional law
I note below), because a wider concept of Êeedom of the pre* would distinctively threaten
privacy values.
u¡ This was Ale!€nder Meiklejohn's øionale, Tbc Fìm Amendøzat Ir an
196l
'4broht ,
Supreme Court Review 245, 255-57, Fo¡ a criticism of Meitlejohn's inclurion
-of-culmre'
26sec Roben Bork, Nazrzøl PÌ¡tc¡þ14 .nd Sottc F¡/tt Anarln nt 'Probhí1s, 47 lnd L J
28 (1971).

l'

lt5-36, ló4-ó5 (cited in
D.rnoûûj arr¿ tb¿ Pmblat øf Fræ Sryrch
^t cnticism of-approrches
For e criticism óf Sunstein's viewindeed, a broader
that see ihe Fi¡st Amend¡nent s prim¡ry Purpose rs promoting deliberation alo¡t-pqbli-c
Bzlln, fopltit md NgrciiuLín as Colttittttional Cøtegoiet, 104 y^le L
r¡t See Sunstein,

note

lll).

issuas-see J,

I

M.

1935 (1995).

r¡{ Whet differentiates Êeedom of the press from Êeedom of speech is that the former
ùDicellv involves ân instituuon of Droduôdon ¡nd distribution. Since wide dissibution of
iirio¡mátion is usuallv dre main threåt to privacy protection, arguably "freedom of the prers"
oo..s s øreater dansir
to o¡ivacv th¡n "Ëeedom of speech" s¡ttÞl¡citc/-end therefore par-be
øLin in 'de6ning whet comes within thè constimtional conctpt of
ù"d"t å." should
Êeedom of the press or panic'ular reðeptivity shown when privacy v¿lues ¡re balanced

agsinst it.
rrt There are counçies in which both free press and privacy ete oçlicidy protected by the
Constitr¡tion-i¡¡de€d, púvacy is protected from botì-goveàmental and.nongovemmental
inËi¡qement. See text acco¡úpatiyinc notes 140-55 In such count¡ies it m¿y not mátter
gri"¿í *t i"tt anrl¡ic route i's fóüoied and, in panicular, whethe¡ s co¡e conception of
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reflect this, with, for example, "substantial" or "compelling" @ut
nonconstitutional) interests iustifring restricdons on constitutional
ones in cert¿in circumstances. At bottom, under either approach,
the øsk must be to reconcile protection for both a free press and
for privary, to reconcile protecting the need of the public to know
with the competing need of individu¿ls to keep things private'
These are each things that we righdy cherish, and drat the Consti$tion must be read as recognizing that we righdy cherish. Of
course, "the right to be let alone [can] develop into an impediment
to the transperency necessary for ¿ democratic decisionmaking
process,"lló But we must impose some limits on the transparency
even where transparency might marginally enhance
ãf the private,
-deliberation,
if we want to preserve r private sphere of
public
meaningful scope.
In light of this, the concept of "public concem" is insufñcient to
mediatè the press-privacy conflict. Superficiall¡ this concept might
eppear to preserve the public/private distinction, but it does not.
In fact, the notion that content of "public concern" iustifies media
attention protected by the First Amendment is an engine for destroying privacy. It is always possible to construct an argument
that public knowledge about a "private" matter is relevant in some
way to public understanding of public issues or public roles. It can
always be said that some private fact is an exemplification of a
wider public phenomenon and that informing the public about it
will enhance public understanding."T If identifring "relevance" to
free orcss is defined. Even a verv bro¡d conception of Êee press will h¡ve to be reconciled
with'or "balanced" aginst the frivacy relues irotected elsiwhere in dre constitution itself.
But in ou¡ Constituãon, dre sLkes in underiunding the r¡tionale for protecting a free
prers may be higher, for in our press-privery cases Êeèdom of dre press is dre only explicìt
constio¡tionsl right in the picore.
rró
Simitis, 135 U P¡ L Rev at 731 (cited in note 93).
rrt

There are mdless la¡ieties of drcse kinds of rveck ând priv.cy-destroying nexus ãrguTo give just one example Êom a well-lno¡rn case, Judge Richrrd Posner upheld
on First A¡ñendment grounds the ¡eporting âbout Privâte F¿cts about an ordinary citizen
(as summarized by Poiner, "his he¡vy drinftng, hiiunstable unemployment, his adultery,
his i¡responsible and neslecúrl behavior towarä his wife ¡nd children") using the following
argumerit in pan: "Repãning tbe true facts about real people is necessâly to 'obviate any
io-pression that the þéneral iocirll problenu rahed in rhe lrepo¡tingl ere remote or hpotÁoiczl;" nqars t, et¡rca A. ICloþf' Iû¿,, I F3d 1222, 1233 (?th Cir 1993). Obviously' if
personal and émbarrasiing prirate facs (here, Ëom thirty yeers p¡evior¡sþ) can be published
åimply because they esabiih that some general social problem is not remote or hyPothetic¡I, nô one with "problems" has rnyproæcüon Éom medi¿ disclosure. See elso text accomprnying note 128; discussing the way that the Restet€ment (Second) of Torts limits the
privacy protections for "i¡rvoluntary public 6g!¡es."
ments,
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"public concern" is sufEcient to iustifr media publication, some
relévance can always be found or created, and privacy will be only
¿ metter of media grace and forbearance. To preserve some realm
of the private from public disclosure, we need to develop more
nuanceã criteria, which inevitably will turn on matters of degree:
how private, what degree of public significance, how much relevance between private fact and public concern, and so forth' Justice
Breyer's concept of "legitimate public concern" in Børtnickì is a
recognition that a limiting normative iudgment is required. The
need for limiting criteria is even clearer once we appreciate that
in this context the usual nostrum that the remedy for problematic
speech is more speech has no apPlicabiliry. More speech following
disclosure of a private matter would only deepen the loss of pri\"¿cy, not protect it'll8 To permit the media to invoke "public concern" to þtifr publicizing private information means either that
no one will fight back or that the ûghting back will funher undermine privacy.lle
I would also argue that limiting invasion of the "private" actually enhances public debate. Information about the private lives of
public ofûcials easily distracts us from their of6cial actions. The
a

public has great curiosity about these private matters' and the media has fnancial incentives to satisfi that curiosity' The public and
the press each push along these tendencies in the other, but the
fundament¿l element here is an aspect of human neture, the weakness for voyeurism that we all have, a weakness that drives out (or
at least diminishes) public attention to official actions and policies
when offered more prurient alternatives' It is no accident-and
only slightly hyperbolic to point out-that while the media were
endlessly reporting and re-reporting details about Representative
Gary Condit's sex life, they barely noted the Rudman-Hart Commission's Report on Terrorism and offered virtually no criticism
of our ineffectu¿l antiterrorism policies or or¡r utter unpreparedness for terrorist attacls. Enhanced media prerogatives do
not necessarily mean improvement in public discourse or enhance-

iil-"

C*f"u n, Stone, Louis M. Seidmân, Csss R. Sunstein, and Mark V. Tushnet,
Co¡stimtiøal L¿'ú 1075 (4th ed 2001).
rre
Litig¡tion of e pri cy cleim, of course, presents o similrr problem. See Herry J. Kalven, fn,'hbaq in i-t tia-We* lførtcn ìnd Bronùt llhong? 3l L-& Contemp Probs
nQ IZA (tge6, gowever, establishing a privacy right would presumably deter publication
to some extent
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ment of the press' role in society. To the contrary augmented
leeway to publìcize private matters almost surely meens less coverage of more public matters and a diminishment of political discourse, What may be even worse, it can transform what we consider to be "public and political discourse"-with private matters
corning to play a comparatively greater role both in what passes
for "public and political discowse" and also in the ultimate public
judgments of public figures. At times, enhanced media prerogatives
not only can damage the competing value of privacy, but can diston public debate itself. Strengthening privary protection will help
recleim both the "private" and the '(public."tzo
For all these reasons, then, the Court should be more receptive
to rules that protect privacy even when the media's desire to publish certain tn¡thful information is restricted, The Supreme Court
has allowed the speech/privacy balance to shift too far against privacy interests, And the problem is not only the rules the Court
has adopted a¡d the Court's repeated "refusal to answer whetìer
truthfrrl information may ever be punished consistent with the
First Amendment,"l2r The problem includes the fact that, in virtually every case that the Supreme Court decides involving a press/
privacy conflict, the privacy claim loses. The Court sends signals
by ia patterns, not only by its rules,
What privacy protections will be, of course, is initially in the
hands of state and federal lawmakers, and there have long been
different views ¿bout the appropriate scope of privacy protection
"simply" âs e matter of statutory or common law.r22 It is clear,
however, that for some time satutory and common law tort rules
have developed in the shadow of perceived First Amendment re-

qr.-i""

Bolli',çr, Imtges of ø Fne Èess 13345 (1991) (rrguing th¡t members of s
democratic society, aw¿re oftheir ow¡ "deficiencies," may use publie rcEdation to imProve
"the quâlity of pi¡blic discussion'); Geofliey R. Stone, Imaginìng ø Fne Prør, 90 Mich L
Rev 1246, i262:$ (1992) (arguing for "some lirnit" on vhat the press reports about political candidates, "designed not only to respect lth€ir] legitimate privary interesE _. . . , but
also to reflect or¡¡ right, as a society, to decide thet some maners simply should not play
a signifcant role in óur politieal proces" because "the i¡fo¡mation has â gÌe¿ter Potentiel
to iliscact ¡nd disto¡t t[en to inforrn oû better judgment"); Rosen, Í]¿ U¡ue¡tcd Gøz¿
et 143 (cited in note 93) ("Lnowing everything aboutìomeone's private life inevitably dis-

eacs us from making reliable judgrncns about his or her

characær and public

âchrevements').
r¿r

121 S

Ct ¡t 1764, and text accompeny notes 57-59.

Merc A, F¡antlin s¡d Roben L Rabì¡, Toft 14Ð øn¿ Abt tatìt¿t: Cates dn¿
Møt.rìøb 1098-1215 (2001); Turkington and Nlen, Priuag Iøu (cited in note 93).
r¡r See, e.g.,
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strictions resulting from Supreme Court decisions. The Restetement (Second) of Torts is explicit thet its "model" privary
tort rules take the shape they do because of the drafters'effons to
fit those rules within the constraints of existing First Amendment
doctrine.rz3

If the Court

placed fewer First Amendment restrictions

on stâte end federal flexibility to strengthen privacy protections,
not only would staotes like Tide Itr have wider force in protecting
privacy, but other federal and state protections of privacy could
well expand.
In my judgment, where information h¿s been obtaimed anhwfulþ, and thé law prohibits further disclosures, the First Amendment should riot be interpreted to stand in the way of damage
actions for media disclosures, except where there is an ext¡aordinary justification for the publication. Justice Breyer may be right
that tlre situation in Børnieki presented the kind of public security
threat that counts as an extraordinary justification. If so, howwer,
it is imporønt to be clear that, generally speaking, the publication
of unlawñrlly inærcepted conversations, even conversations about
matters being publicly debated, is not protecrcd by the First
Amendment. Even when they have a public content, they come
from a private zone that the state may protect from media intrusion. Although Justice Breyer emphesizns ¡hart Børnicki involves an
"unusuâI" public concern, and that he would "not cre¿te a 'public
interest' exception that swallows up the søtutes' privacy protecting
general rule," his examples of information that the goveuìment
mey protect from disclosure are all from a polar extreme-"situations-where the media publicizes truly prittøæ mat'rs,"t2a by whiclr
he appears to meen "mrly private" content (his examples concern
sexuãl relations and divorce). Where information has been secured
unlawñrlly, however, and a private zone has been unlawfully invaded, privacy law should be permitted to limit the media more
substantially, rescicting it from disclosing conversations from that
zone which concem public issues as well as personal mafters.
l here informati on is obøned laufally, but the law seels to prevent publicity and protect privacy, the First Àmendment_ anaþis
is righdy more complex. The goal is to strike a balance that proof Torts, S ó52D (1977)
-i-*"-"n,1s""orrd)
to dre Fi¡st Âmendment of ùe Constitr¡tion")
r¡r

l2f

S

Ct at l7ó8 @reyer concurring)

('Sp€ciål Notc on Relation of $ 652D

(emphasis added).
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cy but does not unduly restrict the press, { van¡t}'of
facorl should be relevant, similar to those identified in Justice
Breyer's Børtnickl opinion.r2t One element of the anaþis is the
subiuntiality of the public concerns-Put another way, the subsantiality oi fr"" ptôtt concerns in light of the purposes o-f the
First Amendment. This turns in part on the identity of the figure
receiving public attention. A fuller range of a public figure's life
is propeiþ a subject of public scrutiny, and- the,media must hâve
a wider "breathing spacã" in its coverage of such figures in order
effectively to cotttribote to political deliberation and democr¿tic
self-goveinance. The narure of the information involved is also
relevant. Information about "mrly private matters," even concerning public figures, should generally be protectable-. A second elemõnì of the anaþis is the interrelated question of the extent and
degree of the privacy invasion. This turns in pârt. on content,
*li.th"t intimaie private characteristics or behavior is concemed'
It also rurns on the circumst¿nces involved, whether the information comes from a zone of reasonably expected privary.r2ó Final
elements in the constitutional anaþis concern what might be
called the "need" for the particular restricdon involved' Are there
re¿sonable and practical alternatives to restricting publicatiol that
would protect privacy? Does the law operate with undue selectivity, suggesting either a censorial motive concerning certain ideas or
singling out of particular media unrelated to the privary-protection
rationale?
This approach would rec¿librate the press/privary belance and
lead to different outcomes in some familiar cases. One example is

tec$

-

pri

s-""-a"o

"""o-p-¡g

noa
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As en element of the to¡t of "Publicitv Given to Prìwte Life," $ 652D of the Restatement (Second) of:forts requires that the disclosure of a private fact be "highly offensive," See note 8ó: This is an iniomplete measu¡e. Even where a disclosu¡e about intlmate
details of someonc's life is not "highly offensive," protection may be justi6ed..Consider a
touchinc ând testeful storv and ohõtoËraph ¡bout a terminallv ill teenager, published without his íamily's consent dr si¡ndtv t¡dpú¡lisrung of ordinary personal details ebout a child'
llhese may íot be "highly offeirsive," 6ut that should ¡ot end the inquity. See also Rosen,
(cit€d in nore 9l) ('In an age that is beyond embarrassmenq it's
Th¿ Urruînt¿¿ Gøte
^r-50
person' wou.ld find higåly offensive.").
¡erelv clesr what a 'reasonable
TIie Restatement also states ihat the ton cannot bè eimbtished if the metter publicized
is of "legitit¡rate concern to the pubüc." llhe word "legitimate" is in effect a placeholder,
for it oíerate¡ here essentiallv si a conclusion th¡t the public concern is âppropri¡te-â
iudsme;t that, es I indicate i¡i the text, reflects a range offactors end normative u"ade_offs,
íttcä.rditrg not only the subsr¡ntiality of the public õncem but also the degrce to which
p¡ivecy is i¡¡veded.
rró
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Fl¡ridø Star a B.J.F.III LEloriða stetute made it unlawfrrl to "print,
publish, or broadcast . . . in aoy instrument of mass communication" the name of a victim of a sexual offense' The Florida Stør
violated the statute ând its own internal policy of not publishing
such names, and was sued by a rape victim for damages. The Court
held thet the First Amendment barred recovery, emphasizing that
the information was "truthful" and "lawfully obteined." But why
should that count for almost everything? Publicizing a rape victim's name is a cruel invasion of privacy concerning a marer of
great sensitivity to the victim. Fufthermore, in most cases, why is
lhe tt"-" of a'rape victim a mafter of legitimate public concern?
The fact of the rape or even the name of the alleged perpetrator
is one thing, but the victim's name is ordinarily not somethin-g the
public profits from knowing. If the rape viaim -is a- public figure
ãr fimiied public figure, it ìs only because she has been drag-ged
into the public squãre against her will as a victim of crime. It is
hard to see that pubticiãing her name contributes to the crucial
role the press plays in promãting democratic self-govemance' The
balance in theìe-circumstances seems very much on the side of
privary, In addition, the Florida law in question was clear-and- speãfic. Ít is hard to see how enforcing this law would "chill" any
valuable reporting.
The Court, invoking the Døiþ Møil test requiring the state to
show a "need of the highest order" to iustifi' limiting publication
of lawñrlly acquired anã truthful information, points t9 two main
factors m explìin its holding. First, the Florith Stør obtained the
rape victim's name from a police incident report that had inadvert"ntlv itt"lod"d her name. Although the Sheriff Departrnent could
in thlory have prevented the name from becoming public, the departrnerit's erroì cannot be seen as evidence that the state lacked
ã commitrnent to protecting rape victims' privacy. The privacy interests belonged tõ the victim' An error by the Sheriff's Department shouldiot put her at the mercy of the newspaper, which
knerv full well that it h¿d a legal obligation not to disclose the
victim's name and itself had an internal policy against doing so'
should not be a game of gotcha.. Second, the
Protecting privacy
-that
the Florida statute wes underinclusive in that it
Court s¿iä

F+",x

524 o98e).
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prohibited publication only by "an instrument of mass communication," not by other means' But since Florida's primary concern
\¡/as to prevent the widespread dissemination of rape victims'
names, the statute's focus is undersandable. This is not a case
where the state has singled out one segment of the news media
for adverse treatrnent in; má$ner suggesting that there are favored
and disfavored media entities, It is hard to see how the interest in
press freedom and free expression is harmed by this
"underinclusiveness.

"

The flavor of the Coun's opinion in Floridn Stør is that the
Court will find any conceivable escape hatch for media liability.
The Court gives only token recognition to the value of implementing legal piotections of privacy. This extreme solicitude for the
one and sharply limited solicitude for the otl¡er is what should be
reversed.

Snr involved a private figure victimized by crime. Unfortunately, other types of "involuntary public ûgures" also receive
too litde privacy protection under current law. The of6cial comments to Section ó52D of the Resatement (Second) of Torts
Florida

("Publicity Given to Private Life"),r28 clearly influenced by existing
First Amendment law, stâte:
There ere other individuals who have not sought publicity or
consented to it, but tlrough their own conduct or otherwise
have become a legitimate subject of public interest. They have,

in other words, become "news." . . . These persons âre regarded as properly subiect to the public interesq and publishers
-'

ã."

p"t-iit

d to latisfy ttre curioìity of the public

.

..

fu

in

dre äase of the volunu'4, public figuie, the arithorized publìcity
is not limited to the event that itselfarouses dre public interest,
and to some reasonable extent includes publicity given to facts
about the individual tÏat would otherwise be purely private.

(Comment f.)

I would not interpret the First Ámendment to prohibit protections
against disclosures of "purely private" and tangential mafters.
Consider the case of Oliver Sipple, who, while sanding in a crowd
of onlookers, blocked Sara Jane Moore's arm as she was about to
shoot at President Gerald Ford. The Søn Frøwisn Cbronicl¿ thereafter disclosed that Sipple was gay. When Sipple sued the newsparlr See note 86.
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per for invasion of privacy, his case was dismissed on First Amendment grounds. Thè C¿lifornia appellate court noted- that Sipple
had nãt completeþ concealed his sexual identity (although the

court did troi di.pot" that Sipple had kept the information from
his family and th¿t, as a result of the publicity, Sipple's famil;
abandonéd him), But the court's main argument was that "tle
publications were not motivated by a morbid and sensational prying into appellant's privaæ life but rather wete prompted by legitimãte political considerations, i'e., to dispel the false pu-blic opinion
that gays were timid, weak and unheroic figures. ' ' '"r2e Given the
intensely personal nature of Sipple's sexual identity and the care
many homosexuals take to limit general lnowledge about t]rat
ideniity, and given that Sipple did not seek notoriety, this asserted
cooo"ótiott bãtween the piivate fact and "political considerations"
was simply too weak to werrânt ¡he Chronicle's discloswe.lto
The privacy protections permined to a true public fgure-e political óf6cial, an entertainment personality-must be more limited. Most obviously, the media must have a very broad right to
cover the actions of political ûgures because of the presumptive
connection between such coverage and the process of democratic
self-governance and because the medi¿ must be given fiÞ1"_"Oi"g
,p""ã . . , to ensure the robust debate of-public issues'"r'r Voters
assess public officials on a wide variety of grounds, and the scope
of press correrage properly reflects this. But this rationale should
noi make every aspeci of à public figure's life fair game for media
aÉention.

Public ofñcials have some legitimate expectations of privacy because they are human beings as well as "public officials'" They
magnifr;nd reconûgure, but do not abandon, our own complex
anõambivalettt relati-ons to the public as we assume multiple roles
in day-to-day life. Indeed, since public figures are typically our

-; SÑ ,
tto

Chnnble húlìshittg Co., 201 Csl Rpt¡ 6ó5' 670 (Cål APP lst 1984)'
Fo¡ a different view, see Rosen, Tb¿ lJrwa¡æd Gøz¿ åt '+8 (cied iri ¡ote.9.3) Rosen

t-t t o"ting of Oliver Sipple" and recognizes 1\ i'psychologicel disre'*" it
,oiãã"), but concl-udes: "[D]ds!ite the tragic pers,onal
åîlãä¡-ii á"t."uv
"ã*-itt"¿
Êom the disclosu¡e of mre but embarassing private facts,
ãt í result
"ã*"ãi"ri"i"-,¡"i
¿;*"" that øLes tt'e Fiftt Amerdment seriouslv, tlret inv¡sion of
iJ;-";ì;;;;;;ì;;
¿octiUË;Oi

pa*à| sria

rgainst the preis rarely succeed."
ttt Dun aad Brødsttect,Inc' o Cneen rrars Build¿lt, 472 US 749' 776 (1985); Neu Yotk Timer
Co. v Stllivø¡, 376 VS ct 27l-72.
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proxies and representatives in the public space and perform so
many public functions for us-letting us preseree more of the priu"t" tftatt we otherwise could-we arguably owe them space for
at least some reciprocal measure of our own ambivalence and our
own needs for prlvary, When Justice Stevens saln in Børmicki útat
"[o]ne of the cãsts of participation in public affairs is an aftendânt
loss of privacy,"r3z he is making a descriptively tme ltârcment But
he seems to be using this inevitable descriptive trutÏ as â justification for allowing thè law itself to undermine privacies tlr-at can be
preserved, Somé people, of course, will enter pubLic life even if
they know that thèir lives will be lived on the front pages of.newspapers; and there always will be some public fgures, compLicitous
in iestroying tleir own potential privacy. Neverthelesq our legal
regime should not compel those interested in public affairs to pay
such a price against their will.
Reporting oi sexual habits or on intimate family matters of public figures Jhould generally be outside First Amendment protection, particularly when the information comes from circumstances
of reaionably expected privacy. To be sure, media disclosures concerning theie piitt"te -"tte". can alwaln be said to promote the
of public officials because there will always
gt.rt"i
"""orntãbifity
6a .o-" citizens who view those Private mafters as relevant to the
ofÊcial's suitability for offrce'r33 But that, by itself' cannot iusdry
First Amendment protection for such disclosures. Accountability
in this erpansive sense should not trump all other values' It is a
very i-poirtant value, but not ou¡ democratic society's only value.
If iublió figures should have some zone of protected privacy, ttren
some limits on the media's leeway to invade privary will have to
be accepted, even if this ¿lso means some limit on eccountâbiliq.
I am pripared to accept this, although many will disagree and al-

-ilñi

c,

tzcs.

DrSee Post. ",
Tlte Sorìøl Foandatìots of Pritaty e¡ 74-85 (cited in note 52); Geoftey R.
Stone, 90 Mich L Rev at 1262-,63 (ci-ted in note 120); Owen M. Êßs, Do Pttblù-Ofuiah

Hne i Nøht w Priuøct? in Dieter Simo¡r ånd Ma¡fred \{eiss, eds, Zør AùtorlÐtie ¿¿t Ltdìo¡¿løzç Libå Amìtoam'Soins Sinìtb gl-98 (2001). Fo¡ ex¿mple, Professo¡ Post \+fitesr "The
cl¡ims of oublic of6ciils to a 'p¡ivate' informrtion preserve rre simply overridden by the
more senËr¡l demend,s of úe Dubüc for politicd accbunubiliry. . . Bec¡ose American låw
-dre
¡ublic. in its role ¡s the electoráæ, ¡s ultimately responsible for political decisions,
the publiJ is presumptively entided to all info¡mation that is necessory for infonned governence-" ld ¡t 7ó. 78.

views
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though I recognize, and would seek to minimize, the risls of chilling more legitimate press coverâge. The law already recognizes
some of thesè limits on the media. As Justice Stevens himself notes
in Børnicki, we forbid reporters from stealing documents and from
wiretapping, even if these activities would provide newsrrorthy informatiãn.Úa A prohibition on publishing certain lawfrrlly obtained
information involves different concerns' of course. But where a
democratically elected legislature seel*s to give limited addidonâl
protection to'the privac¡of public of6cials, neither First Amendment principles nor a commitrnent to democratic self-government
should necessarily bar this.
lndeed, as I aigued above, information about the private lives
of public officials so readily distracts us from thei¡ of6cial actions
that limiting press coverage of these private matters would likely
enhance public discou¡se and public debate that is at the leart
of the First Amendment's purposes' Such limitations could also
suengthen the process of democratic self-governmcnt in other respecti. ln the name of improving the quality of official actions by
enhancing public scrutin¡ media coverage that intrudes on private
damage
-"tt"t. catt distort the personalities of public of6cials andmany
taltheir performance. In addition, it is widely believed that
or
assumfor
of6ce
from
running
being
deterred
ented people are
ing senioi political appointrnents because of â colcern about the
exúeme losi of privacy that now must be expected for oneself and
one's family. If there were greater protections for privacy, the political system as a whole could be strengthened by drawing greater
numbeis of telented people into public service.rst fu Justice Breyer
has argued in a recent speech,rr6 we should see the Constitution
es a wñole and read the First Amendment as a part of that wholea document seeking to advance r system of effective democratic
self-govemance, Certain media restrictions to protect privacy, even
though limiting the press' leeway, may in overall effect coneibute
positively to advancing public debate ¿nd democ¡etic selfgoYefnance.
zlso llìbon tt Lavt?, 526 US 603 (1999) (Fou$h A¡nendment
'rr 121 S Ct ât l7ó4 n 19. See
violated by media "nde-âlong" to âccompany police during rnemPted execution of ârrest
warrânt in e person's home),
r" See, e.g., Fiss, Do Pzålia Afuiøb Høøe a Nght ø Prittaq? at 94 (cited in note 133)'
rt6
Breyer, Our Dtmoa'otic Cmtt¡uttiolt (cited i¡l note 89)
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There are too meny special circumstances related to President
Clinton's relationship with Monica Lewinsþ to make that a prime
example here (the piesidency is arguably a special case; the- information about President Clinton's relationship with Monica Lewinsþ developed out of the Paula Jones legal proceeding and then
bicame rel-evant to a possible perjury prosecution and impeachment, raising distinctive questións regarding the proper scope of
discovery, sãxual harassment law, and "high crimes and- misdemeanors'"; ¿nd adulterous sexual reletionships had already become
an issue in President Clinton's political campaigns and in political
judgments about him). But whatever one thinks about that episode
(I cãnsider it to have been a disuaction from dre public's business),
I would not interpret the First Amendment as categorically-barring
efforts to prevenimedia disclosures about the private sexual behavior of pubiic officials. Nor should it bar restrictions on the publication oi other intimate personal mafters, such as informadon about

their children or privâte photographs. Once again, relevânce to
matters of public concem could undoubtedly be drawn in most
cas"r-seroãl behavior mây suggest something about a person's
may
character or general willingness to take risks' family

-details
reveal sometÑng relevant cò the public policies the ofñcial has articulated, etc. Aã times the relev¿nce to public matters may indeed
be substantial, and therefore publication addresses a legitimate
public concern. But if we allow any aniculated relevance. to a pubii" con""ttt to justift publication, however weak that relevance is,
we have eliminated-privacy protection for public ûgures, and that

is too extreme.lsT
The constitutional law of other countries reinforces the reasonableness of the approach suggested here, or at least makes clear
that ou¡ own Supreme Court's approech has judicial competitors'
Other countries òften take a signi6candy more privacy-protective
¿nd media-restrictive approach than we do. These countries, of
F"Pobli" 6*o" froa the entertainrnent

wo¡ld present somewhat different issues be_
coffiected than public offci¡ls to the process of public
deliberation í¡d democ'.itic sólf-go"e*-"nt. Matteis of public signi6c¡nce thât might iustifo media oubliciw mav the.efoie be lqss clearly involveì. On the other hrnd, enænainlives (includinß their sexuel Pertrers)
-å"t 6-oÀ oftenîtitiå oublicitv about theirinpiivate
the pri'rary of personal facts may sometimes
to enh¡ice thei¡ oublic imàce, so ihe interest
in my iudgment, thãre should still be protecøble zones of
¡i üo
"oprt"""'N"t"¡theiess,
,ilt
the media mav not ittuaú"-lfo. example, publishing intrusively (if lauúrlly)
";r"* photographs of enienainment 6gures wiù their children'
iecure'd

cause sueh

6øíes are woicellv

less
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course, have somewhat different constitutional provisions, and I
do not suggest that comparisons can be made in any simple fashion. But a few examples will illustrate that our Court has struck
the speech/privary balance quite differendy from many other democretic counties with highly developed constitutional systems and
a vibr¿nt free press.
In Great Britain, for example, a well-known case quite analogous
to Børtnicþi wes decided against the media, with more weight given
to the fact that the published material hed been unlawfirlly obtùneå.In Frøncøne a Minor @oap NntEøpers Ltd.,u B an unlinown
person illegally bugged telephone conversations made to and from
the home of a champion jockey-a crimin¿l offense under British
law. The Døiþ Miwor, â nev¡spâper that had nothing to do with
the bugging, obtained tapes of the telephone conversations rnd
wanted to publish material based on them' Publication, the Døily
Mitror said, was justiûed because the tapes revealed acdons contrary to the public interest and possible criminal conduct by the
jockey. The jockey sought to enjoin the Døiþ Miwols publication
of the material. The Court of Appeal upheld the trial judge's
granting of an injunction pending ñrll rial. Sir John Donaldson
wrote, "I regard [the Daiþ MinoÌsl assertion as arrogant and
wholly unacceptable. . . . If . . . úe Døiþ Mþror cen essert this
right to act on the basis that the public interest' es [it] sees it,
justifies breaches of the criminal law, so can any other citizen." Be
The Supreme Cou¡t of Germany and the German Constitutional Court, the most influential constitutional couft in Europe'
have developed a rich speech/privacy jurisprudence that is very
different from ours conceptually, and that yields quite different
results in particular cases, including one quite similar to Børmìckì.
What we in the United St¿tes cell the right to privacy is protected
in Germany by the constitutional right to "the free development

Ellm¡oa

(cÀ

tpe+).

SirJohn
Donaldson ¡dded: "The media . . . are ¡n e.*ential fou¡dation of any democ-emosinq
r¡cv. In
cri¡ne. ¿nti-soeial behevior and hypocrisy and in campaigning for reform
o.ooaàtine- rhe viávs of minorities. thev petõrm an inveluable function. However,
".rá
thev'arc oËculia".lv vulner¡ble to the e¡¡or of'confr¡sing the public interest with their own
inré.ot, , . , Itt th'e present case, pending a rial, it is impossible to see what public interest
wou.ld be served by pubtishing ti\ã conteia of the þPes which woll-d not equally be served
by giving them to ttie police ãr to the Jocley Club. Any wider publication could only serve
the i¡rerests of ùre Daiþ Mitor." ld øt 413,
t'e
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of one's personafiay"tto ' conjunction with the right to "human
dignity. " i+r The personality right "comprises the authority- of the
inãiuiá"at to decide for himseif-based on the ide¿ of self-determination-when and within what limits facts about one's personal
life should be disclosed'"ra2 The right is conceptualized as a right
rar
to "informational self-determination. " The individual' however,
"has to accept limitations on his right to informational self-determination foireasons of a predominant public interest'" "In formulating enactrnents," the ionstitutional Cou¡t has said, the legislature "has to observe the principle of proportionality"r#"proportionality" being the widely invoked concept of balancing
constitutional courts and supreme courts around the
ii

"i"ny
world.la5

The German coufts have decided several cases addressing the
balance between the right to "informational self-determination"
and "freedom of the piess'" The courts' anaþis, of course, depends upon a constituãonal context quite different from ows' the
privacy right is expressly protected by the German Constitution
and appfiãs to relationsfups among citizens, not simply beween
the ci'tizen and the state. But the ãomparison is instructive' The
Børnickit¡pe case involved a suit against the magazine Særy2 for
publishing ihe transcript of an illegally øped telephone call bei*""n t*ã senior politiõal party ofñcials about political matters in
Germany.rtr Stern knew th"t th" ittfot-.tion had been obtained
udawfrily but had not participated in the intrusion. The German
Supreme'Court concluåed thet the plaintiffs' "personality" right
was violated and that the defendant's "free press" right was not'
-iãJ¿o"..o

(Basic Law).

An 2 The

Enßlish trnslations

of the Ge¡man m¡terials

discussed héie are àken from Þaul Gewire ¡ndlacob K¡tz CoFn, Gåbøl Co'ttt¡ttttionaliç1?t:
Pr¡aact, P¡øon¡o¡øl¡*, The Political Cøse (2001) ftereafter cited as G/oúal Cùntt¡tt¿tio'1øl¡n")'
ll'27 '
Gnrnágeseå @asic Law), An 2, appears rn Gkbal CotxitttiØdlìttt
^r
f{t Gnrndgeseø
Í-27
@asic LeÐ, An I, in Ghbøl Co,1tt,,1tt¡o,,41ìtt"
^t
t4t Cerßnr Act Caç¿, BVe¡GE, I (1983), in Global CØtttitttt¡û,tal¡tm
l-3'
^'
r'rr Id et I-4. 'I'he riqht is undersood as not o¡rlv cont¡ibudng to ân i¡dividual's personal

develooment but as ¡Ïso contibuting to "the conunon good'ibecause informational selfdeterniination fosters imporunt elemlnts ofa "free democretic commuoíty''such as "commu¡rcation" and "participation." Id.
,{r

Id.

r"

See

Part fV (disclssing proportionâlity)

t$ OrÌ tbe Lirnits Pla¡cd o¡ th¿ Pnss b1 the
IJ-25.
GlobAl Ct ttt¡tlttiûîalitñ

^r

PelrØal¡t! Right, BGII.Z 73' 120 (1978)' itt
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"[B]alancing the conflicting interests,"r4T the Cou¡t concluded that
"[o]nly a very gråve public need to be informed could possibly
lustiff' publiihing the transcript of the phone call, which exposed
the'þerìonal sphere , , . in an unusually inm¡sive form."rff That
"grave public need" did not exist in this case, even though public
officials were involved and the conversation concerned their public
functions.
ln anothe¡ important decision, the German Constiotional
Court ruled that Princess Ceroline of Monaco's "personality"
rights were violated by magazines that published photographs of
hér and her boyfriend in a garden cafe which had "the characteristics of , , , a sphere of seclusion" even though members of the
public were present, as well as photographs of Princess Caroline
with her children on e street and in e canoe'r4e The publication
of other photographs showing Princess Ceroline in "the public
sphere" was held not to violate her personality rights'
In a well-known Indian speech/privacy case, the Supreme Court
of India stated that "[t]he sweep of the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution ¡nd the freedom of speech and expression under our Constitution is not identical though similar in their
major premises," r50 Anong these differences, the Indian Court
concluded that a "proper balancing of the freedom of press" and
the "right to privacy'' me¿ns that "the victim of a sexual æsault,
kidnap, abduction or alike offense should not ñrther be subjected
to tÏe inaignity of her name and the incident being publicised in
press/media,"rrr
Lastly, the Supreme Court of Canada, which is- generally
strongþ press-protective, has upheld a damages action for the un-

-;;;tr-30.

As a pneral mstter, the Coun observcd, "ttlhe more the information is
private in character anã the morc it involves personel intcrerts in J<eeping it-secr-et-and the
inore it involves oersonal harm, the øeater ihe 'public vrlue' will have to be if the pre^rs
o,"ns to dis.eg"rå th" penon's wish iñ keeping it lprivåte] ." Id st tr-3 I . Note th€ simil¡rity
to Justice Brc/er's balancing approrch in Barøfuiãnd his condu¡ion there that "the sperLare unusually low, ând the Public interest in defer'ting
ersÍ legitim¡é privacy
"*påt"ïons
high"' l2l S Ct åt l7ó8.
thosc ãxpectatiõns unusually
tß Gtob¿l Corrllìtt¿tiondlìt'n at tr-27 The Court, in a crucial conceptualization, obsewed
con".tsation "eddressed very ¡anozal concems, even though these were still
thst the t"p"d
'their
rclated to
¡zúÍi occupations." Id at II'2ó (emphesis added).
ts Prìnccs Camlìne of Monaæ Cara, BVerfGE 101, 3ót 0999)' ir Gkbal Co"ttit tionrlìi"'
åt tr-3 3.
See Rtjagopøl o Suu of Taøil Nadu, ó S C C ó32, 648 (1994)
'50

r" Id ¿t ó48, 650,
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authorized publication of a photograph that a magazine photographer had taten ofthe ptaintiff in a public place and published withóut that person's consent.rs2 In doing so, the Canadian Coun
specifically disagreed with American constitutional law. The Court
hild that'"the iight to one's image is included in the right to respect for one's piivate life" protected by the Quebec Charter, that
the "freedom of expression" was also involved here, and that it w¿s
necessary "to balance these wo rights."l53 The Supreme Court of
Canada rejected the approach of the Court of Appeal tÏ¿t "the
public's right to information will prevail where the e;rpression at
ir.oe cor"ãrtt. information that is 'socially useful.' "r51 The Court
stâtedr

This notion seems to have been borrowed from American law
. . . . A photograph of a single pe$on cen be "socially usefrrl"
because it serves to illustrate a theme. That does not make its
publication acceptable, however, if it infringes the rig,ht to prii,acy. We do not consider it appropriate to adopt the notion
of '''socially useful" for the purposes of legal analysis. ' . . Only
one question arises, namely the balancing of the rights at issue.
It múst, therefore, be decided whether dre public's right to
information can iustifr dissemination of a photograph taken
without authorizaion.'. . . In our view, the artistic expression of
the photograph, which was alleged to have served to illustrate
contì:mpoäri urban life, cannot-justify the infringement of the
right to privãcy it entails. It has not been shown that dre publiðs inteiest in seeing this work is predominant. . . . [F]reedom
of expression must ie defined irì light of the other values
concerned,r"

No other democratic country forbids restricdons on

expressive

conduct as completely as the United States' Supreme courts and
constitutional cou¡ts in most other democracies give greater
weight to values of privacy ând human dignity when they conflict
with free speech claims, and they therefore âre more inclined to
permit legal actions against privacy invasions, libel, and hate
ipeech, They also permit the state to play a much greater role in
assuring wider public ¿ccess to the media even though some restriction on the speech of others is involved. Although the constitt'1AubtT o

Edìtior Vùe-Venø Inc,, ISCR591 0998).
Id
et
615, ó16.
"!

IrId
Itr

at ó17.

Id åt ó17-18.
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tutional rules in these counuies are somewh¿t different, the press
is vibrant and robust, The glories of the American free speech tradition have had great and gready beneficial influence worldwide.
But to other counEies, or¡r crutent free speech doctrines seem to
have become quite extreme, and our current law indeed is et the
far end of the spectrum. Thus, far from being aberrational, giving
more weight to privacy in speech/privacy cases would move American free speech law closer to the global democratic mainstream'

IV
Justice Breyer's concurring opinion in Børnicki, while direcdy relerrant for its treamrent of the speech/privacy tension,
deserves fu¡ther comment because of its wider implications for
First Amendment analysis generally. Many of Justice Breyer's key
moves in Børtnicþi-hts conceptualization of speech on both sides
of the constitutional analpis, his receptivity to some restrictions
on speech where doing so would produce important "privacy and
speeðh-related benefits," his utilization of flexible proportionality
anaþis-are part and parcel of an important new approach to
Firsi Amendment anal¡nis that Justice Breyer has been developing in various separate opinions over the last several years.lt6
Éie ñas recendy developed these views further in his ambitious
Madison Lecture,tt? placing his First Amendment views in the
context of a wider constitutional theory that emphasizes "participatory self-governance" as a central theme in constitutional law
generally.
- Breyer's First Amendment approach has several key- elements:
l) îhe First Amendment's protection of "the freedom of
speech" seeks not only to prevent government restrictions on
speech, but also to "enhanc[e]" speech,"tr' "to facilitate . . ' public
discussion and informed deliberation,"rte and to help advance "the
tt6 See Tlñtû Bmøù^sliûg S1$em, Inc o Fedcral Cøtzt lt¿íìêotì,'.s Coîîtt¡srion' 520 US 180'
225-29 û9g?\ (Brcvc¡. con-cr¡åing in pan)i Nrgot tt Sbì¡k Mi¡sourí Goþ.'n"tc¡t PAC, 528
Ùì tl,)ssjaos [ooo¡ ¡lt.y.tä"ått"E i Uniud sutcs o Pl¿lbo] Eñt nqì"m:nt GrølP,

1"i.. szg vs 803.

'835-1i (2d00)
@rev.r d-issentins); B¿¡¡r¡i¿li ø VoÌler,

l2l

S

ct l7t3'

iz¿'c (zoor) Grciær conarning)i Ùoit ¿ Sute¡ o U;ìk¿ F@^,I"¿, 533 Us 405, 450-59
(2001) (Breyer dissenting).

Breyer' Ow Danooøth Cotßt¡ütt¡or, (cited in note 89)
Balútkk' o VøPP¿|, l2l S Ct tt l7óó.
ttq
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Constitution's general panicipatory self-government obiective'"róo
ln others wordi, the frèedom of speech is not only a negative liberty but also an "active liberty,"lól concemed with "encouraging
tüe exchange of ideas,"162 "encouraging ' ' . public participation
and open discussion,"rór "'assuring that the public has acce_ss to a
multiplicity of information sou¡ces,' "164 'rf¿ 'litet[' g] . . . informed
defibãration,"rds and "prevent[ing]" the speech of "a few from
drowning out the many."l66
2) Current First Amendment cases tend to see the restriction of
speech as the only free speech interest in the picture' However,
many challenged ia*s enhence the speech of some people.while
restricting thã speech of others. The "speech-enhancing"r6T dimensions of such laws promote First Amendment interests even
though other aspecs of these laws restrict First Amendment interesß. thus, in one of Breyer's central ideas, reiterated in Bartnicþi'
" [C]onstitutionally protected interests lie on both sides of the legal
equation."ló8
3) Once one eccepts that "constitutionally protected interests lie
on both sides of the legal equadon," conventional First Amendment doctrine becomes less useful and less appropriate' Under the
conventional doctrines, l¿ws that directly restrict speech typically
trigger "strict scrutiny''-a strong presumption against a law's
conititutionality, which almost alwalæ condemns the law to invalidation. But where laws have speech-enhancing elements as well as
speech-restricting ones, Justice Breyer says, the proper consti-

tutional anaþis must involve balancing of these interests' The
key question should be one of "proportionality"-whether the
"laws impose rest¡ictions on speech that are disproponionate

;;;.,

ou¡ Dtxtoerøtit constitttt¡tt 6 (cited in ¡ote 89).
^t
Id,
'ó¡ Id,
tót
Nbon u Sà¡htk Mí¡¡oari Gote/lznent PAC,528 US at 401
ta Tumr Bmaùasting Systzm, I¡u, o Fcdcral Cøamunic¿tìøn¡ Coxzøtissio¡, 520 US et 227
(citatio¡ omined).
rór

rór

Jd.

t6 Nixøn
t61
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when measured against their corresponding

. . speech-related

benefits."I6e
4) Because the First Amendment seeks

to advance "the Constitution's general participatory self-govemment objective" and not
simply tõ "proteõt[ ] the individual's 'negative' freedom from gw¡'distinernmàntal i"rtt"ittt,"tto First Amendment doctrine must
guish among areâs, contexts' and forms ofspeech'"1?l Nearly every
human actión involves speech, and strict scrutiny is inappropriate
in evaluating restrictions on commercial speech, government
speech, or the speech of government employees. If the First
Ámendment is inierpreted more expansively, it would impose "a
serious obstacle to the operation of well-established, legislatively
created, regulatory progïams' thereby seriously hindering the operation of that democratic self-government that the Constitution
seeks to create and to protect,"r?2
Using these new building blocks of First Amendment anal¡nis,
-Breyer's
take a
separate opinions over the pest few
Justice
-years
in o¡some
of
the
speech
laws
limiting
more tolerant approach to
He
has
der to enhancJ the overall s¡ntem of free expression'r?r
shown greater tolerance for campaign flnance laws that limi-t campaign cãntributions and spending !o that the speech of "a few"
ãoe-s not "dro¡rn[] out themany'"r74 He has embraced a more tolerant approach to telecommunicadons laws that open communications pãthwap such as cable to more diverse voices, even though
the spìech inierests of the cable owners ¡re somewhat restricted'r7t
Ìrrrd,' n Bønnicki, he showed a more tolerant approach to legisla-tion that restricts tÏe media in order to promote the privacy of
communications and thereby "foster[ ] private speech."

-

rz-ñ c.
ruoId,

".

rz¿¡.

tlt Brcyet, Oul DdttÃcrltk Cotstiution øt l0 (cited in note 89)'
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Justice Breyer
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st'þhei
i"irrit ii **læ"tl" across a vùiew of cases." Jetrey Rosen, Modar fuoPntal:
n
h.or.i¡* u;r*rít The New ReÑbtic 0ân 14, 2002), 21, 24. Acâdemic qriting thât
^ií
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Justice Breyer also seems willing to look at the constitutional
equation in speech cases with gteater receptivity for values on the
"óther side" that are not themselves "speech-enh ancing." ln Børtnicki, Breyer balanced the speech restrictions of the challenged law
against bóth the "privacy and speech-related be¡refits" of the law,r7ó
nãt just the speech-relaied ones. In another First Amendment decision last term, Justice Breyer would have allowed the government
to burden commercial speech in order to ñrrther rather ordinary
economic regulation.rTT And in a case decided the prior- year,
Breyer wrotJa dissenting opinion smting that he wor d uphold a
rt.t ttory limit on the programming leeway of cable. operators
where tLe value on the ';othìr side" was protecting children from
indecent programming.rTs
These declsions r"[resettt an important new approach to the
First Amendment on the Supreme Court' Breyer's core substantive
idea is that in our constitutional slntem of participatory self-government, the First Amendment's role is not simply to proted individuals from direct govemment restraints on speech. "Freedom of
speech" means a syitem of free expression that provides speakers
for public and private expression, provi'les Liswide opportunitiej
-dlrre¡s"
sources
óf information, encourages meaningful interr"r.
teractions between speakers and listeners, and fosters greater public participation, This sometimes requires restrictions on-speech,
bufthese ian be juscifiable where they enhance the-overall s1ætem
of free expression.
Breyer'i opinions also indicate that he would modesdy recalibrate the balãnce between speech and otler interests to take account of contemporary threãts to free speech as well as to otlìer
social interests. He cléarly believes thet current First Amendment
law has tilted somewhat too decisively in the direction of protecting speech interests and does not give enough weight in certain
other important interests such as privacy, human dig"ont"it-to
nity, protecting childien, and equality' Suggesting modifications in
our free speech law undoubtedly câuses concern in some quarters.
But to preserve Êee speech, Justice Breyer suggests, the Court

-iiils
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must be ettentive to serious new thleats t}rat imperil free speech;
and where tlere are serious new tlreats to other values, and laws
can address them without significandy weakening free speech, the
Constitution should not be interpreted to stand in the way'
r¡âcBreyer's conception of constitutional rights âs protecting
tive [berty" has another interrelated effect-one with potentially
general implications for constitutional law. IJnder conventional
óonstitutional anaþis, burdens on speech or privacy imposed- by
nongovernmental àntities do not violate the First Amendment becausê of the stete acdon doctrine' Therefore, in a case liy'r.e Bønnicki, Title III's governmental interference with the media would
come under Firsi Amendment scrutiny, but the private broadcaster's interference with speech by publishing illegally intercepted
conversations does not. Conceptualizing freedom of speech as an
"active liberty," however, enables Justice Breyer to characterize
the interests on bot}r sides of the dispute as "constitutional interests." I do not understand Breyer to be saying that tlere is an
independently enforceable constitutional right of free -speech
egainst nongovenìmental interference, or to be saying that the
sate has a judicially enforceable constitutional obligation to protect speectr from private interference (at least not yet)' But his
view äoes lead to a difierent undersønding of the permissible
roles of the stete. In understanding free speech as an "active liberty," and the Fi¡st Amendment as having positive goals of fosterinq an overall system of free expression, Justice Breyer sees state
acãon that proÉcts speech frorn- private interference as furthering
the same dernocracy-ènhancing objective as the Firs-t Amendment
and thereby furthering a "constitutional interest'"r?e This allows
him to give the privacy side of the equation in Bømticki height'
ened sta-ture (anã greater weighQ in the constitutional anaþis'
and in odrer contexts to uphold state actions that "strike a reasonable balance between their . . . speech-restricting and speechenhancing consequences." lm
The baiic questions raised are not only whether this recalibrated
b¿lance is celied for but also whether cour$ can be trusted to im-

;ñ;.,
's Id at 7.

ottr Dn'vct'atk conttìEttìo¡ ar 6-7 (cìred in note 89)'
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plement it. Justice Breyer's anaþis requires judges to determine
not only whether the government has imposed a substantial burden
on someone's speech, but whether the overall balance of speechrestricting and speech-enhancing benefits of a law is reasonable.
In at least some âreâs, such as laws goveming election campaigns,
this invites courts to assess the overall fairness and balance of public debate-is the voice of a few "drowning out the voice of the
many"?-and creates a risk that courts \¡¡ill consciously or unconsciously favor certein points of view in making their assessment'
But thé quesdon is which risk is greater: the risks of an unregulated
speech market (which risks a bias in favor of certain interests end
viewpoints) or the risks of some regulatory efforts to foster more
open and balanced debate (which risks smuggling in certâin biâses
in the drafting of such legislation and in the judicial assessment
of its faimess).
The balancing may be even more difficult where values other
than speech are weighed against speech. In his separate opinions,
Justice Breyer has indicated several values other t}ran speech (or
clear and present danger) that might justifi certain restrictions on
speech: protecting children from sexually explicit speech, protecting privacy (in its nonspeech dimensions), and economic regulation (where the reseiction v/as on cornmercial speech). It is unclear how far Justice Breyer is prepared to go in this direction,
what values are sufficiendy important to justifr speech restricdons,
or how such balances will be made. Where speech is "on tÏe other
side of the equation," the justiÉcation for resuicting speech is the
same consdtutionally rooted speech value, and at least in theory
there is a common metric (e,g., enhancement of diversity of viewpoints). But where nonspeech values are on the other side, the
justification for restricting speech will typically not itself be a constitutional value and, in addition, there rvill be no common metric.
For those who consider free speech to be highly wlnerable in our
society, and who gready distrust whether legislatures and judges
will adequateþ protect it, allowing nonspeech values to mrmp
speech values will always be a very risþ business (and especially
so in times of national stress). In short, quesdons ¿nd concerns are
understandable. But based on the evidence thus far, Justice Breyer
has applied his approach in a finely tuned way that is taking more
open and fuller account of the complex contending interests genuinely at stake, yet also remaining strongly speech-protective.
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Justice Breyer's approach is also significant in iç method.
of
array
complq
about
the
skepticism
growing
reveal
a
opittiot.
conlaw'
e
First
Amendment
make
up
dãctrinal formulas that now
cem that they invite "mechanicaf'l8t applications and do not keep
in view the purposes of the First Amendment or take open account
of the fr¡ll complexities and likely consequences of decisions or
readily accommãdate new social iealities' Justice Breyer-favors a
more explicit and multifactored balancing of intercsts, Ir',Børtnicki,
for example, he rejects strict scrutiny, but does not embrace any
other existing "test." Rather, he says:

I

would ask whether the statutes strike a reasonable balance
between their speech-restricting and speech-enhancing c9n¡eouences. Or do'thev instead im-pose reÁtrictions on speech that
ire disproportionaie when meaiured against their corresponding privacy and speech-related beneûts, taking into account the
tiñd', ttt" i'",pona:"ce, and the extent of these bene6ts, as w-ell 1:
the need foithe resuictions in order to secure those beneúts?rEz
As the word "disproponionate" in this passage indicates, one

of

the most striking thinþ about Breyer's approach is that he has
begun to embraðe ¿ fo-rmolation of balancing widely used by suand constitutional courts in other leading democraprãme
"on.tr
àies: "proportionality," "Proportionality" is a general element of
constitutiónal analysis used by these courts in diverse areas of constitutional law,r83 but it has not in so many words entered American
rst Nì¡¿ltt o Sb/inL MìJtouri Goo.ln rratt PAC, 528 US et 400; Uzrled Sør¿¡ tt Plzlhal
841
tainñt nt Gtot¿þ, Iw.' 529 lJS

Enw-

^r
13¡l2l S Ct et 17ó6.
rsl Àn drâLrsis of tlrc co¡ceot of "proponionalit/' ¿s used by other couneies' supreme
courm and J¡¡timtional cor,tfo ;s beyotid th" scope of this article. For a ñller discr¡ssio¡,
(cited in note
..e Þaut Cenirt"
¡acob Ketz Coþ, Ghbal Coítt¡ttttìoíùlit ,t rt W-l-98
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of Germanv);
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constitutional law. Justice Breyer has been the boldest of the current U.S. Supreme Court Justices in drawing upon concepts and
examples from the constitutional iurisprudence of other countries,
including "proportionality, " r8a His concurrence in Ni-xon a Shrinþ
Missoøri- Giaønment PAC, for example, explicidy cited "proportionality" cases from the European Court of Human Rights and
the Supreme Court of Canada, with Breyer writing;
[W]here a law signiñcandy implicates competing constitutionå[v orotected inierests in óomófex wavs[,] tËe Cõurt has closely
,.-iit ir"d th" ,t"tute's impaci on thóse interests, but refrained
from emplolng a simple test that effectively presulres unco¡stitutionâliw. Èather. it has balanced interests' And in practice
that has meánt asbng whether the statute burdens any one such
interest in a manner'out of proponion to the statute's salutary
effects upon the others (perÏafs, but not necessarily, because
of the existence of a clearly superior, less restrictive alternative)'

. . . tThis aooroachì is cónsiitent with drat of other constitutionai coorti ifacing iimilar complex constitutional problems't8t

a Pbybol Enterøinment Group, Inc',
he counsels the Court "not to apply First Amendment rules mechanicall¡ but to decide whether, in light of the benefia and potential aliernatives, the statute works speech-related harm (here to
adult speech) out of proportion to the benefits that the statute
seek tã provide ftrere, child protection),"¡86 flis recent Madison

ln his dissent in Ilnited

Støtes

re In âddition to the "proportionality'' concept, Justice Breyer has refer¡ed to-orher countries' constitutional Iew iìr oiher respeãts. See, d g , Prìntz ù Unitr¿ Staut, 521 US 898, 97ó77 (1997) (Breyer dissenting) (disoissing other èountries' approach to federalism) Niror tr
u¡ìtoa¿ eou-n"oíÞÀc, sze \3s t?7, 403 (2000) @reyer concr'rring) (discussing
approach to campaign 6nance); Bteyer, Our DcT,toct-øtit.-Co'ttt¡trtion ^¡ 7
connt¡ies'
othe¡
-Ictiqbt
1' Flnri¿a, 528 US 990 (1999) (Breyer drssenting
lcited ìn note 89) lËfer1ineto s nte\t
Èo- detri¿l of ceàon¡i) idiscussinc othãr cor¡nt¡ies' eeetrnent of delays in capital punishment executions). In spieìhes he ñas also spoken approvingly of the f¿ct that "lj]udges
who enforce the law as well as those who write it increåsi-ngly tum to the exPenence ot
of substantive law,-pigctlarly human
othir n.,ion, *tt"" d.ciding dif6cult open questio¡s
i'lct. frequendy refer to judiciâl opinions from
i¡nht l.*. . . ," He notes ãrat U.S.
has called upon Amerìcen lawyen and scedemics to
aËroad" tha¡ other courts do, end "oì.ts
iiÀ"-selue.. become familiar with foreign material relevant to parucular,legr'l disciplines
¿nd facilitate the judicial use of th¡t miteri¡I." Stephen Breyer, linner Keynote Speech,
Inrcmational Symiosium on Democrary and the Ruie of Lewin ¡ Changing World Order,
New York Uníverliry Law School, Ma;ch 9, 2000 (copy on 6le with author).

st*l

528 US at 402, 403 (citâtions omitted).
ii Børfii¡þ¡,Jlrstice Breyer aho invoked
'e 529 US at 841. Citing his own separate opini
the idea of proportionalilty in last tå¡¡n's disent in lJnit¿d States ø Unit¿d Foodt, Iñî, ^
commercigl speech case:
Sever¡l features of the program indicate that its speech-releted aspects, i e ,.its
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Lecture is the most direce "The basic question the Court should
ask is one of proportionality,"rsT
It is fair to ask whether this balancing or "proportionality" review invites too much subjectivity and arbitrariness from judges.
The question, of cowse, is not whether we trust judges like Justice
Breyer to engage in this kind of balancing, but whether we trust
our adjudicativè system as a whole. I remain of two minds about
this. Concerns about subiectivity and arbitrariness in balancing are
altogether legitimate. But the system of doct¡inal rules that we
have now itself invites subiectivity and arbitrariness, both in deciding what rule to apply in a particular circumstance and in applying
thã selected rules. The variety of different doct¡inal rules in contemporary First Amendment law-"strict scrutiny," "intermediate
scrutiny," the Døity Møil pnnciple, "clear and present danger," the
New York Tim* Co. a Sulliaøn test, content neutrality, prior restraint, "public forum" rules, rules for commercial speech and
other "low-value" speech, etc.-reff.ects the complexities of the
balances that need to made and continuing disagreements about
the appropriate approach, As the invocation of both "intermediate
scrutiny'' and "úre Døiþ Møil principle" n ¡Jrre Børnicþi litigation
itself demonstrates, the current doctrinal cacophony creates remerLable leeway for choosing which doctrinal rule to apply as well
as what result to reach, Interest balancing often occurs, but not in
a firlly open way.
In this rather chaotic doctrinal situation, and in circumstances
of social and technological change that create new background
conditions, an open recognition of the factors at stake and a more
direct consideration and debate about the values in the balance
have distinctive value. With more open balancing, a frrller range
of factors can be made visible, Justice Breyer's use of balancing
and proportionality anaþis has a refreshing candor and lucidity,
and his very openness about the factors at work for him is a constraint on subjectivity.tss What he says in his Madison Lecture
mete Dromotional qoâls thet it seels. . . . [,{q the same time, those features of
the prãgr¡m th¡t le,-d [dissenters in ¡n earlier case] to 6nd its progam disproportionãæly rescictive are absent here. ' . . I¡ consequence, whatever harm the progr.am m'ay cause First funendment interests is ptóportionate
533 US ât 457.
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about his pragrnatic eftention to "consequences" is as applicable
to his balancing approach generally: An approach that exclusively
emphasizes "language, history, tradition, or prior rules," at least
in the "borderlini" òases, will "produce ¿ decision which is no less
subjective but which is far less transPârent than a decisign that
diréctly addresses consequences in constitutional terms."rse In addition, many of the existing nrles would still have value as guidelines becauie they reflect and crystalize past experience âbout
where the balance should lie. The balancing inquiry may eventually lead to new guidelines, The debate about rules versus balancing is a perennial one in law, of course, and such persistence is
usually a sign that there are real advantages and disadvantages to
the contending approaches.rm But in this context, the case for more
open balancing appears strong, at least when compared to the current doctrinal rules.
Justice Breyer is developing the most imporent new ideas about
the First Amendment on the Supreme Court since Justices Brennan and Black, To say the least, it will be interesting to wetch how
his ideas evolve, ând to see whefler they will come to shape First
Amendment doctrine on the Court as a whole.
CoNcr-usroN

In the particular area of privacy and speech, Børnicki ðemonstrates that tÏere is currendy no single view that a majority of
the Justices shares. But a majority does seem prepared to allow
some new restrictions on speech to protect privacy. This is a development to be praised. But even in this area, working out the details

oÎ a n"* appioach will be difficult, requiring elaboration of the
complexitiei of privacy in its speech and nonspeech dimensions,
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the complexities of different understandings of the role of speech
and press in society, and a finely tuned accommodation of the
competing interests. Above all, it will require the most sensitive
attention io the risks that always attend limitations of speech' The
only justifrcation for taking these risks is the judgment-which I
have now reached-tÏat the risls of not doing so âre greater.

